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lu | -Speedily round Nice Home

advance- alnftle copies three cents
In Warren — Everybody
Advertie'nz ratee based upon circula
tion a id very reasonable
WrW8PAPEB HISTORY
Pitied This Orphan
The Rockland Oazette waa eatabllahed
In 1844 In 1874 the Courier waa eetab- I
llahrd and consolidated with the Oaaette
The “lonely little White dog" which
In 1412. The Free Press was eatabllahed
in isss and ln I8»i chanted ita name to 1 some summer resident had left bethe Tribune, These papers conaolldated
March IT. 1897
hind at Crescent Beach, and which

Acting upon complaints which have - key, 7 quarts of alcohol. 8 pints
reached hls office at varying periods: Cuban rum, 12 pints of blackberry
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick Saturday brandy, 4 pints of gin. and 2 pint
raided the residence of Mrs. Emma bottles each three-quarters full of
Swanson at Vinalhaven. and round a whiskey.
Mrs Swanson was arraigned be
stock of liquor that resembled a crosssection from the catalogue of the fore Recorder Otis yesterday, wtth P.
had been solicitously cared tor by
A. Tlrrell as counsel. She entered a
State Liquor Store ln this city.
Mrs Ella Orimes. pending permanent
The trip to the island was made on ' plea of "not guilty," but was found
■aThere Is nothing so strong or *
♦ tale, m any emergency ot Hie. as ♦ ownership, was not long in finding a one of the Coast Ouard boats from guilty and sentenced to 30 days ln
♦ simple truth.—Dickens
♦
Whitehead, the sheriff being accom jail.
»
• good home.
She was then placed on proba
K « «.
Public sympathy was speedily panied by Deputy Sheriffs Oranville
N. Bachelder and Augustus B Hunt- tion for one year, and required to re
aroused by the "dog's" plaintive ap
VETERAN’S PREFERENCE
ley, and being Joined at Vinalhaven port semi-monthly to Sheriff Ludpeal ln The Courler-Oazette, and ] by the local deputy, Warren J. Bill wick.
F. J. McDonnell Tells Of It With over the weekend the telephone of al
County Attorney J. C. Burrows ap
ings.
Relation To Public Works
The raid revealed 26 pints of whis- peared for the State.
most every' member of the staff was

“J The Divorce Docket Very Heavy This Term— Matter Of Gambling Devices and Sunday Pictures
Before City Government
Justice Emery Presiding
The November term of Knox Coun complaint, desertion. Smalley for
ty Superior Court was getting under libellant.
Marguerite S. Rlsteen of Cushing
way when The Courler-Oazette went
from Albert O Rlsteen of Thomaston
to press, with Justice Oeorge L.
married at Rockland July 5, 1928;
Emery of Biddeford occupying the J cauae of
cruel and abusive

The City Government last night re- I The matter had evidently been
ferred to committees the two alleged threshed out In the municipal officers'
submarine session, for the disposal
evils specified ln the petition asking
of It was a cut and dried affair, with
for a betterment of civic conditions out debate. The proponents of the
ln Rockland. Tlie matter of gambling petition had no representative so far
devices will receive the attention of aa could be discerned, but the Amerlthe police committee, and upon mo- can Legion was represented by the
tion of Alderman William J Sullivan new commander, Hector O. Staples,
a special committee will investigate and a large delegation.
the legality or illegality of showing
rt ls generally understood that the
motion pictures on thc Sabbath, That gambling devices were placed ln cold
committee, as named by the mayor, J storage several weeks ago, following
comprises Alderman M F. Lovejoy, the strict warning by the sheriff's deJohn Beroet and Russell Bartlett.
partment, based on the statement of
The petition, bearing a total of 207 the Attorney Oeneral.
names was received in the Council
The motion pictures are shown as
Chamber in five sections headed by a benefit for Winslow-Holbrook Post,
William L Savage. Mrs. Clara Emery, and are said to be a valuable adjunct
W. O. Fuller, Rev. Charles E Brooks in the carrying on of extensive
and Helen O. MacDonaJd, respectively charitable work.

bench. Judge Emery has held sev- treatment and extreme cruelty.
eral terms of court In Knox County, I Libellant asks for custody of minor
Smalley for
and ls alwaj-s accorded a most hearty j
Phyllis age 6
greeting. He ls accompanied by Ar-1 llbellant
Roland J. Sukeforth from Bernice
thur H Whitman of Portland as court
Sukeforth both of Rockland, married
ringing at frequent Intervals.
stenographer. Mr. Whitman also hav
Francis J. McDonnell, Veterans’
at Rockland June 8. 1929; cause of
ing many friends here.
Polks who never thought much
Placement Representative ior Maine,
complaint, cruel and abusive treat
Prayer was offered by Rev Dr
about a dog before suddenly became
ment. Wilbur for libellant.
writes thus to Oliver Hamlin of the
John Smith Lowe of the Universalist
Imbued
with
the
spirit
of
canine
pro

Phyllis O. Searles from Kendrick F
local VZ W :
The store of St. Clair & Allen on which had been carefully stored in Church
Searles both of Rockland, married at
"There seems to be some confusion prietorship Mother thought it would Tillson avenue was burglarized during the sub-basement and the window
Sheriff Ludwlck has disposed of hls
Rockland Peb. 5. 1921; cause of com
among the veterans as to the veterans' be nice to have one for the children's ' the night, eight cartons of cigarettes nailed
deputies in the following manner.
plaint, cruel and abusive treatment
preference to Public Works Projects. sake; father had visions that it might valued at about $400 being taken.
The police made an early Investiga
Crier—Oranville N. Bachelder.
be
a
bird
dog;
both
agreed
lt
would
and
non-6upport. Libellant asks for
On all public Works Projects, financed
Entrance was effected through a tion after the burglary was discov
In charge of Orand Jury—Charles
I custody of minor child. Helen F. age
in whole or ln part from funds made be good company for the children, second story window at the rear, the ered. but no definite clues have been A Cavanaugh.
and finally the whole family was quite
11 yean. Wilbur for libellant.
available by the Emergency Relief
burglars using a workmen's ladder uncovered.
In charge of Traverse Jury—Au- 1
ecstatic about the prospect of a new ,
Ethel Mae Morton of Rockland
Appropriation Act of 1936, priority ls
gustus Huntley and Robert Linscott
from Hiram M Morton of New Har
given to those on the Public Relief
around
»"“*
Frank
Harding,
son
of
a
former
TODAY'S ELECTIONS
TOO MANY TAXES
Underlying lt all. was the feeling of j
bor. married at Bristol Jan. 14. 1922;
Rolls
Veterans do not receive a
Sheriff, who ls now a law student, is
compassion because the poor little
cause VI
of vviiip$M4iib,
complaint, wun
cruel aim
and tiwunivr
abusive
■
IT
•
IP
1
• I
A
preference in the referral to those purp had been left to hls lonesome, ]
And Too Much Money Be- Interest Centers In New York
“w Zand'jury entered at treatment and non-support. Libel- toast Guard Inquiry and County Utncials Agree
projects- Veterans, when qualified, do
with nothing to do all day long, but
_
,
. —,
,
Where Fight Concerns The once upon its duties, with County At lant asks for custody of minor chUing Spent—Possible Cam
receive a preference In referral to all
watch the swift tides race by Olnn's
On oundays Iragedy
dren. Nolan D.. age 2 years and Oram
Public Works Projects financed under
torney Burrows presenting the evi
Assembly
paign Issues
Point, and bark at the moon, or the
8. age 11 years. Wilbur for libellant.
dence. The traverse Jurors do not
Title II of the National Industrial sun. as the case might be And the
Jay W Holt from Leona M Holt
Contest for offices in half a dozen report until Thursday morning.
Recovery Act.
That reckless spending and high
cupboard soon to be as empty as
of Rockland, married at Rockland.
The body of Roderique La Flamme, Ludwick and Medical Examiner WelsA long and very busy term is indi
"Prom time to time, I have notified Mother Hubbard's.
taxation may be the outstanding Btates are engaging countrywide at
Oct 30. 1933; cause of complaint, bos’n’s mate. 1st class, of the U. S. ( man.
cated.
the different Veterans' Organizations
But the little white dog is no longer Issues of the next Presidential cam tention today.
cruel and abusive treatment Wil Coast Guard service was found at 2
Collaborating with the authorities
of pending United States Civil Service lonely. He (maybe it's a she) has
National Interest centers on the
bur for libellant.
paign is the conclusion drawn by the
o'clock Sunday afternoon by members was Lieut. Leon P. Shepard of the
These
divorce
cases
have
been
Examinations held to fill vacancies. In found a happy home in Warren—al
Axel F. Olad from Hazel M. Glad of the crew ot Coast Ouard boat 211. ■ state Police, who In hls capacity as
balloting for the New York Assem entered since the May term, 1935:
their localities. AU veterans are en ready adored by the members of the non-partisan Associated Press. Na
of Rockland, married at Warren June
when found the body was lying in handwriting expert was able to say
Myrtle
E.
Baptist
a
of
Rockland
bly
and
the
Philadelphia
mayoralty.
than
Robertson
staff
writer,,
says:
titled to a 5 per cent preference ln family, and has likewise been taken
18.
1932;
cause
of
complaint,
cruel
and
the
berth of Patrol boat A. B. 39. In that the note found on La Flamme's
In drafting the new Federal budget. Some observers hope to find evi from John Clnnia Baptlsta of parts
these examinations but a veteran with Into the affections of the other canine
abusive treatment and adultery. Libel- [ lt were lour bullet wounds inflicted by body was Identical with the hand
unknown,
married
at
Rockland
FVb
service connected disability is entitled residents, with the possible exception President Roosevelt has run squarely , dence of the way political winds are
10. 1926; cause of complaint, cruel lant asks for custody of minor child. a 46 service automatic which was writing found on the ship's log which
to a 10 per cent preference in all the of one surly critter, who possibly re up against the problem which may blowing
jn the man's right hand.
he had written.
and abusive treatment, extreme Clary M age two years. Wilbur for
U. 8. Civil Service Examinations. The sents the newcomer's popularity.
I In tbe clothing was a brief note in- ' Lieut. Shepard declared he had
develop into a leading 1936 campaign
In Virginia, where a new legisla cruelty, non-support and desertion. libellant.
disabled veteran, also, has the privi
Yes. there are kind hearts in Knox
Charlie L. Blake of Rockland from djcating La Flamme's intention to end never seen an instance where murder
issue—New Deal spending and future ture is to be chosen, and ln Mis Ingraham for libellant.
lege of reopening, once every three ' county—in every nook and corner.
uye and
forgiveness for the had been committed by a contact shot,
Charles L. Brown of Hope from Flora E Blake of Washington, marsissippi.
where
legislative
and
other
taxation.
The
issue
ls
drawn
in
con

months, any examination for which |
------------------state offices are at issue, little or Marjorie Brown of Malden. Mass, ried at Rockland Nov. 14 1911; cause proposed act. He had but recently and this was the manner in which all
flicting
statements
about
whether
an eligible register ls maintained. As
Father (a Scotchman): Oit yer
been discharged from U. 8. Public four wounds were effected.
nothing ln the way of auguries for married at Camden Aug. 11, 1932:
notices of these examinations are re- jacket off young mon. and come wl' new taxes will be necessary.
cause of complaint, cruel and abusive 1 libellant.
Health Hospital at Portland, where
1936 are expected.
The flrst three shots had manifestly
Republican
orators
recently
have
celved by you, will you please call them me
Albert A. Brown from Matilda M he was treated for stomach trouble been Intended for the heart, but pene
President Roosevelt will cast hls treatment. Dwlnal for libellant
concentrated
more
and
more,
on
to the attention of veterans in your
jock: yer no' goin' f lick me. are
Lena V Patenaude of Rockland Brown bolh of Rockland, married at and slnjCe
return to this port he trated too low. and reached no vital
the administration’s spending policies vote ln the New York elections in
locality who you feel would be quali- i ye, father?
from
Oeorge
S
Patenaude
of
parts
Rockland
July
19, 1925; cause ol com- liad been very despondent over the organ or artery. Officers believed that
which
national
Democratic
leaders
Many have already pointed out as the
fled to Lake theae examinations. VetFather: I am tha Duma I tell ye
plaint, cruel and abusive treatment 1
prime issue for next year's election have accepted the challenge of Re- unknown, married at Woonsocket,
question of his health.
the first shot so benumbed the man
erans, *hen making an applies .ion for this momm' that I'd settle wl' ye fer campaign.
R. I., Aug. 20. 1923; cause of com- Wilbur for libellant.
publicans to make the New Deal an ~
The fact that the body contained that he did not feel the effects of the
a U. S Civil Service Examination, are yer had behavior??
Eva Mooers from Harvey B Mooers (ouf
WQUnds supplemenled by
glairft, extreme cruelty, gross jand
• • • •
j issue.
ensuing ones.
urged to use the blue color (Prefer- J jock: Ay. but I thought it was only
of Washington, married at Washtngconfirmed
habits
of
intoxication
and
In his recent budget summation
‘The New Deal stands at the bar
the fact that two burning life pre
The mystery of the burning life pre
ton, Aug. 23. 1925; cause of complaint,
encei Form 14."
a joke, like when ye teU the grocer the Chief Executive said the budget of Publlc opinion in (he native state non-support. Smalley for libellant
servers were found in different parts servers is explained by the probability
The reemployment offlre for Kncx yed fettle w7 him—Atlanta. Or .
Margaret Reid of Rockland from cruel and abusive treatment. Tlrrell | of the boat provoked wild rumors.
was being prepared "with a view to > o!lts leaders, said Henry P. Pletcher
that the fires were caused by tracer
for libellant.
Lincoln and Waldo Counties is at the Constitution.
sharply decreasing the spread be- Republican national chairman, as 1 Virgil Reid of parts unknown, marAn autopsy was performed by Medi bullets in the automatic.
John August from Millie August of
Rockland City Building, Frank 8
_ ____________
tween Income and outgo." Denying
week-end campaigning came to ried at Rockland July 8. 1928; cause
cal Examiner R. J. Weisman Sunday
It was learned yesterday that La
Marsh in charge.
Here's good news for thrifty house - what he characterized as “gloomy a close. Postmaster General Farley, of complaint, desertion. Tirrell for Rockland, married at New Bedford. night, the cause of death being at
Flamme
was oveiboard about two
Mass.. Aug. 29. 1931; cause of com
-----------------j wives. Four big days of two for the
predictions" of higher taxes, the tbe national and New York state libellant.
tributed to the bullet which had weeks ago and made no outcry. In the
plaint,
adultery.
Libellant
asks
for
Your old battery is worth some- price of one plus only One Cent bar- President said the government “will Democratic chairman, is willing to
Oakley L. Ames of Cushing from
crashed through his temple. He then light of Sunday's tragedy lt Is thought
thing to us "Start" right with the gains. Only Rexall Drug Stores give ! not need new taxes or Increased rates make it a New Deal test if the Re Gertrude Ames of Hartford. Conn., custody of minor child. Lillian, age pronounced a tentative verdict of
that may have been a suicidal hap
three
years.
Tirrell
for
libellant.
cold weather. Buy a new Delco bat- j you such quality at such marvelous
in existing taxes to meet the expense Publicans want to have it that way.' married at Friendship March 4. 1933;
suicide, but withheld his formal de pening.
Bertha
C.
Russell
from
Alton
T.
tery today Nothing down, budget savings. Sale starts Wednesday, Nov. of its necessary annual operations stthough he has insisted that 8tate cause of complaint, cruel and* abusive I
Bos’n La Flamme was about 33
I Russell, of Rockport, married at War cision until further inquiry could be
plan If preferred. McLoon Sales & 6 for balance of week The Rexall j and to retire lta public debt."
treatment. Tlrrell for libellant.
Ilssues °nl>' were Solved.
held.
years of age. He ls said to have rela
ren
June
12,
1897;
cause
of
complaint,
Service. Limerock St, Rockland.
1 Store. 444 Main St., C. W Sheldon,
Lillian Barbour of St George from
Administration critics, including Both Houses of the New York
Yesterday a board of inquest, com tives in Connecticut.
129-133 | prop —adv.
132-133
Republicans, some Democrats and the
are Democratic, but as- Norman Barbour of Rockland, mar cruel and abusive treatment and non posed of the ship’s officers, was held
Funeral servicces of Roderique
support.
Tirrell
for
libellant.
| American Liberty League, have said sembly seats will be the only ones at ried at Rockland Nov. 26. 1931: cause
Cora Carter of Rockland from Earl on the US.C.G. Klckapoo, and coinci John LaFlamme were held at Burpee
' that continued spending on the pres- stake Tuesday. Thc Democrats now of complaint, desertion. Libellant
Carter of Brooklin. married at Rock dent with that session a very careful Funeral parlors this morning. Rev.
133T*Th-tf
ent scale will wreck the Treasury or;have a majority of four, counting asks for custody of minor child. Joy
inquiry was conducted by County At Corwin H. Olds officiating. Inter
'
a
vacancy
to
be
filled
ln
a
normally
Mildred, age 3 years Tirrell for libel land August 5, 1927; cause of com
result ln unbearable taxes for years
torney J. C. Burrows, Sheriff C. Earle ment in Naugatuck, Conn.
plaint,
cruel
and
abusive
treatment
Democratic Manhattan district. A lant.
to come.
SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
and
adultery.
Tirrell
for
libellant.
victory
undoubtedly
Lucille R. Blacklngton of Thomas
These two conflictiAj viewpoints Republican
AND HAMBURG STEAKS—
Vera E Little from Hugh W. Little,
are accompanied by sharply contrast would be hailed by national party ton from Ralph A. Blacklngton of
I Swift's Best Heavy Western Beef—Each Serving One-half Pound)
both
of Rockland, married at Rock
leaders as a reliable indication of a Thomaston, married at Thomaston
ing assertions.
land Nov. 19, 1934; cause of com
decline
ln
popularity
for
the
New
July
10.
1927;
cause
of
complaint,
The American Liberty League
plaint. cruel and abusive treatment.
A modern Dillinger gang, shooting' Charles M Lawry. shot in the leg
which speaks of heavier tax burdens Deal and have an Important bearing cruel and abusive treatment and ex Tirrell for libellant.
up the city under the broad glare of on Main street.
on
future
national
campaigning.
treme
cruelty.
Libellant
asks
for
in the future, also contends that
Arlene Genthner of Warren from electric lights and with many pedes
Should the Democrats hold their custody of minor children. Maryon.
These shootings occurred Halloween
taxes can be increased practically
Maynard Oenthner of Waldoboro, trians on the street, seems to have night.
only by including smaller incomes -slendfr majority and pick up some Muriel and Arthur. Tlrrell for libel married at Warren Nov. 3. 1928; cause been the amazing thing which was
Saturday night the youthful Dllwhich are now exempt" because seats, observers here may look upon lant.
of
complaint, cruel and abusive pulled off in Rockland Halloween lingers reappeared on Main street at
lt
as
disproof
of
the
argument
that
Georgia M. Burns of Friendship
"soaking the rich cannot pay the
treatment and extreme cruelty. Tir- night and Saturday night.
The Brook and discharging air rifles
enormous expenses this administra Roosevelt has lost ground ln the from Cleveland G. Burns of Friend rajl for libellant.
j
ship,
married
at
Warren
April
6,
1907;
Five casualties were reported to the from an automobile sent one bullet
East.
tion is piling up.”
Nina Sellger from Robert Sellger. police—
through the window of the Singer
Although some national Demo- cause of complaint, cruel and abusive
On the other hand. Treasury ex
both
of Union, married at Union Aug.
James Hanley, shot in the leg on Sewing Machine Co . the barber shop
cratlc
leaders
claimed
their
party
treatment.
Thompson
for
libellant,
perts assert that the Federal income
of Nicholas Anzalone and three bul
Ida B Fitzgerald of Rockport from 27, 1932; cause of complaint, cruel Suffolk street.
ls now virtually back to the post war split over the Kentucky governorship
and abusive treatment and extreme
Kenneth Post shot in the hand, on lets through upper windows of the
would
be
narrowed
by
election
time.
James
F.
Fitzgerald
of
Waltham,
level of S4.000.000.000 a year which
cruelty. Libellant asks for custody Pleasant strett.
Salvation Army block.
permitted former Secretary Mellon to Republicans hope to benefit by the Mass., married at Little Bras D'Or. of minor child, Patricia, age two
Eddie Harrington shot in the leg on
Two schoolboys were rounded up by
dissension
and
put
over
their
candi{
N.
S.,
Sept
3,
1923;
cause
of
cornretire the debt at a rate of about
Purchase street.
Special Officer Hatch, who is condate, Judge King Swope, who has plaint, non-support and desertion. years. Tirrell for libellant.
SI,000.000.000 a year.
Ellen Parsons Pierce from Maynard
Francis Robinson, shot in the hand tlnuing his investigation of the outWhile closely guarding the official campaigned solely on State issues. Libellant asks for custody of minor Pierce of North Haven, married at on Main street.
1 rage.
Lieut
Oovernor
A.
B.
Chandler
the
children Mabel E. and Marie G.
estimates of revenue for the next few
North Haven Sept. 26. 1934; cause of
Democratic
candidate,
has
urged
a
Perry
for
libellant.
years, Treasury officials contend that
Hugh W. Little from Vera E. little complaint, cruel and abusive treat
Leo Bradley, the Augusta boxing
TRIP TO CHICAGO
Special For November
existing tax rates may be expected to Democratic victory to "assure the reelection
of
President
Roosevelt
in
both
of Rockland, married at Rock ment. Libellant asks for custody of
promoter, has paid Oliver R. Hamlin
yield at least $5,500,000,000 in a year
land Nov. 19. 1934; cause of complaint, minor child. Elsie Charlene. Roberts Is Won By Charlotte Bragdon
of normal business activity, and as 1936."
a fijie compliment by asking him to
Gov.
Ruby
Laffoon,
whose
candicruel
and abusive treatment. Rob- for libellant.
high as $7,000,000,000 in aln abnormal
In the Knox-Lincoln 4-H referee the bouts between Joe Louis
date Thomas S. Rhea was defeated erts for libellant
year such as 1928.
PRINTED STATIONERY
and his sparring partners in Augusta
Contest
by Chandler in the September run
OFFICIAL ALEMITE STATION
Marion K. Wadsworth from Emer
• • • •
off
primary,
said
he
would
support
son
I.
Wadsworth,
both
of
Camden,
Nov.
22. Incidentally he has shown
Even
next
year,
Treasury
officials
WITH THE “FRIENDLY PERSONALITY” MAKES A SMART GIFT
At the 4-H Club County Contest re
The announcement of the appoint
say they expect an income large the Democratic ticket down the line, married at Camden Oct 2. 1925; cause
good judgment as Mr. Hamlin is one
cently held in Boothbay Harbor.
enough to take care of a considerable but would “not support" Chandler, of complaint, cruel and abusive treat ment of Fireproof Garage as the
REGULARLY $1.50
Charlotte Bragdon of Damariscotta of the best boxing officials Maine has
whom
he
called
"
‘
just
a
crooning,
ment.
Libellant
asks
for
custody
of
relief program ln addition to provid
official Alemite lubrication station for was rewarded for her 11 years of out seen in a long time. He has accept
minor child, Walter John, 8-years-old.
ing for the normal expenditures of dancing young man.”
ed the Invitation, and many Knox
Rockland and vicinity is of special in standing club work.
Willow Lana Ftrwt
John B. Kelly, former Olympic Dwlnal for libellant.
the
government.
They
point
out
that
Postage
1 rowto*. New J«rs«|
County fans will go along to see how
50 Envelopes
In
the
11
years
that
Charlotte
has
terest
to
car
owners
in
this
area.
This
Winona A. Talbot from Nathaniel
this year's $4,000,000,000 iigrome is oarsman, Is seeking to become the
been a club member, she has taken he looks in the ring with the next
10c Extra
50 Sheets
first
Democratic
mayor
of
Philadel

appointment
has
been
made
after
a
T. Talbot, both of Camden, married
based largely on last year's much
world champion.
phia. His opponent ls S. Davis Wil at Appleton Oct. 20, 1906; cause of careful survey by George Oliver of the the following projects—cooking and
lower level of business activity.
housekeeping, five years; chick rais
son.
city
comptroller,
a
Republican
complaint, cruel and abusive treatThe Liberty League concedes that
Printing on Sheets and Envelopes.
Alemite Corporation of the equipment ing, one year; and sewing 11 years, YOUR FAVORITE POEM
existing taxes will soon provide suffi who was elected to his present post ment and non-support. Dwinal for
THE BET!) SHU
of
the Fireproof Garage and the making a total of 17 projects she has
Single or Double sheets with Deckle
cient revenue to finance all legiti on a Democratic-town meeting libellant.
If I had to live mv life again I would
edge and Deckled flap envelopes to
completed ln her 11 years of club have
made a rule to read aome poetry
Leah Ramsdell Cook from James ability of its employes to render the
mate expenditures, including neces ticket. Political capital will be made
match. Vellum paper of the finest
and
listen to some music at leaat oca
work. She has also won several trips
a week The loss of these tastes la a loaa
sary relief , “if unsound spending of the outcome either way lt goes, but Edwin Cook of Rockland, married at high type service required of stations
quality in Grey, White, Ivory or blue.
on her projects work, including State of happlneaa.—Charles Darwin.
Smart "hand lettered" style printing
observers feel its primary signifi Lubec Dec. 6, 1926; cause of com displaying the Official Alemite "A"
policies are abandoned."
4-H Camp in 1933 and 1934, State 4-H
CI«.Mr L-wis
in Red, Blue, Brown or Black ink.
CONTENTMENT
But it says “the record of thc ad cance will lie in the strength lt shows plaint, non-support and cruel and Sign. The 100% Alemite Prescribed
Contest in 1931, 1932, and 1934, State
Lubrication
warrants
the
customer
for
the
organization
headed
by
abusive
treatment.
Thomas
S.
But few the hearts where true content
ministration
with
respect
to
the
There’s a lively little figure for every
Champion in sewing in 1932, and
Doth In Its fullness dwell.
one! A gift that will delight your
receiving the correct lubricants in the
budget offers little reason for hope Senator Joseph Guffey, Democrat.
Bridges for libellant.
few there be who rightly prize
went on the Springfield trip to the And
friends because of its smart Individu
Its calm and holy spelt.
New
Jersey
will
elect
its
entire
proper
place
at
the
proper
time
in
Bernice
Evelyn
Franklin
from
Otto
that great significance can be at
Eastern States' Exposition in 1932.
ality.
To Its possessor lt Is more
tached" to the President's promise of general assembly of 60 members, now Klettner Franklin of Rockland, mar- accordance with car manufacturers’
Since Charlotte has the outstand
Than all the gems of earth;
Buy now for gifts and for future use.
composed
of
34
Republicans
and
26
ried
at
Rockland,
July
11.
1925;
cause,
specifications.
—
adv.
’
It
"sharply decreasing the spread be
ls a rare and blessed gift.
ing record of club work in the State, It And
owns a heavenly birth.
Democrats. Eight of Its 21 senators' cruel and abusive treatment and ex-1
tween Income and outgo.”
she receives this trip to Chicago the
Also many other styles to choose from. Come and see them
are
up
for
reelectlon,
seven
Repubtreme
cruelty.
Libellant
asks
for
We
may
be rich without the wealth
The league agrees that revenues
NOTICE TO MARINERS
last part of November.
That falls to some below;
during the current and subsequent licans and one Democrat. Walter E. | custody of minor child, Ida Nancy
We may be poor, yet millions own,
East Penobscot Bay—Lower Buoy
fiscal years will be greater than in Edge, former ambassador to France , age eight years. Roberts for libellant,
Special—Have your car washed,1 As earthly riches go.
Linwood B. Hilt of Union from 2 reported missing from station on day or night, all through November, But he who true contentment feels.
any period since the World War, be and former Republican Senator, and
However low hla lot.
ROCKLAND, ME.
cause of “a tremendous increase in others of his party have injected Margaret J. Hilt of Camden, married Oct. 29, will be replaced as soon as 79 cents. Power washer used. Fire Bears ln hls heart a Jewel rare,
That will forsake him not.
national Issues Into the campaign.
at Searsmont July 10, 1925; cause ol possible.
tax burdens.”
_
,
proof Garage.
131-136
—WUllam Roderick Lawrencs

BURGLARY AT ST. CLAIR & ALLEN’S

LA FLAMME WAS SUICIDE
f\CO

SIM'S

LUNCH

O£UJV

RYTEX SKETCH BOX

1
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ROCKPORT

At The High School

TOREB-TIMES-A-WFEK

Francis Oilbert has closed his sum
mer home on Russell avenue and is
Let the words of my mouth, and at Green Gables. Camden, for a short
the meditation of my heart, be ac stay before returning to Utica. N. Y
ceptable tn Thy sight, O Lord. W for the winter.
strength, and my redeemer!—Psalm
The Ballard Business School is an
19: 13. 14.
unusually busy place thts term with
several new enrollments. Students
THE MAINE FARMER
enrolled to date are Doris Heal and
Marion Ross ot Camden; Nathalie
T. uching lire agricultural theme, [
Jones. Virginia Proctor. Oertrude
Orverner Brann. speaking at thc
Blackington. Virginia Leach. Gert
rccint f:od fair. In Portland, urged
rude Heal, Rockland: Margaret Reid.
upon cur occple the wtsdem of buying
Adele Hawkins. Tenant’s Harbor; Ma
to far ar po-s,blc thc products of the
rten Starrett, Thomaston: Lille Hill.
Main: farm, characterizing these ’
Cera Whitney. Doris Hall. Virginia
products as the finest in the*world.
Brown. Rockport. Awards earned so
Thc p: - reritv of the State, he point-1
far thts year are: Gregg shorthand
ed cut. depends to a definite extent;
certificate. 60-word test. Doris Heal,
upon the prosperity of the farm, a
Marion Starrett. Virginia Brown; cer
fact that none will deny. The prob
tificate. 100 word test. Lille Hill; type
lems of our agriculturist, he insisted writing awards: Brcnzc pin for writ
are the problems of us all, and equally
ing 40 words per minute. Marion Star
the city Should lend support to these
rett; bronze pin with guard, for writ
who carry forward the activities of ing 50 words per minute. Gertrude
the country regions. These are good
Heal
ideas to take along with us when we 1
Miss Louise Pompenv and Miss Ma
are laying in the supplies for home. *
bel Phillips left yesterday for Utica.!
N. Y. after being at the Gilbert cot
THEY MAKE YOU NERVOUS
tage for the summer.
An interesting meeting of the
■ Unnumbered are the readers of J
Twentieth Century Club was held
this paper who continue to recall t
Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs.1
their encounter with the recent i
E. E. Ingraham with Mrs. Nancy J
earthquake, and confess to you that |
Tribou as hostess Papers presented
there's no fun in being awakened in ,
were: "A Goodly Heritage." Mrs. Effl
the dead vast and middle ot the night,
Veazie: and "Maine, in History and
by the oscillation of the bed beneath
Romance" prepared by Mrs. Maud|
ycu, the dark suggestion of things I
Walker and read by Mrs. Minetta
going on over which there is no mor-,
Paul. Current events and an open
tai control, and that any moment'
forum completed the program The
may see the walls crumbling. You've
Club will meet next week at Mrs. In
read of these things, and how the
graham's home with Mrs Effie Veazie
elight shakings at the first rush hur
riedly on to the stages of destruction. J hostess.
Whereupon you pull the bed-clothes J Mrs. Myron Parker of Searsport is
cltver and wish for mom or Blucher. visiting at the home of her daughter
With the break of morning all this Mrs. Frank Rider.
Mr and Mrs. Albert U Rhodes were
guests Sunday of Rev. and Mrs.
Perley Miller at Tenant's Harbor.
Harbor Light Chapter O.ES. meets
tonight at Masonic Hall at 8 o'clock
Misses Feme Whitney. Edith Wall.
Virginia Brown Mr and Mrs Ray
Easton. Vera Easton. Vera Turner
Mona Stahl. Rita Staples of Rock
land. Earle Deane. Hilda Wall and
Ernest Whitney motored to Fairfield
Sunday to visit Miss Arllne Ingra
ham.
The Farm Bureau will meet, Nov
2 at the home er Mrs. Nina Carroll,
subject. "Cleaning Garments at
Home." Mrs. Annie Spear and Mrs.
Orra Burns will be in charge of the
program.
• • • •

takes on another color, but there is
-cmething so momentous in the mov
ing of the earth crust, especially in
the dark, eo ominous in suggestion1
of what mav take place that even the
stoutest hearted, if honest, will own
to the state of mind he was in.
VEGETABLE OR FRHTf

Is the tomato a fruit or a vegetable?
What would the local farmer reply, if
inquisition were made ot him? Long
has it been a custom with the hotel
restaurant, filling the order that
should carefully assure its guest the
traditional vegetables to th? number
cf three, to rcund out that habitual
number with three narrow’ slices of
•the historical love apple. Always
the world has been taught, it was
vegetable. But thc wotld changes.
Thc medical fraternity has latterly
ret the essence of tomato alongside
the orange as a drink with which
to prcD one's health; while the Vir
ginia supreme court, with finality of
u’tsrance. declares lt to be a fruit
and nothing else. It is a sound con
clusion to have arrived at and should
do good to a lot of us.

Mis. Martha A. Brann
Mrs. Martha A. Brann. 81. who died
Oct. 16 at the home of her daughter.
Mrs Carrie Bennett in South Port
land was born at Port Clyde. April 24
1854. daughter of Samuel and Anna
i Speed i Hart, and her girlhood was
spent in the town of her birth. After
her marriage to Albert Robbins they
made their home in Washington.
Of this union four children were
i born, two sons and two daughters..
GIPSY SMITH RETURNS
Later the family moved to Rockport
w’here they resided many years. Sub
Sunday saw Bcston Arena thronged sequent to the death cf her husband
with 13.000 people, welcoming again Mrs. Robbins made her home with
to that city of early New Eng her son Walter, until her marriage in
land churches the picturesque English 1919 to Charles L. Brann. After his
evangelist Gipsy Smith. It was an death which occurred in 1929. she
audience that responded with en made her home winters with her
thusiasm to his platform presentation daughter Carrie, coming to this town
of the ancient Christian religion, with to spend her summers with her step
which through many generations the daughter. Lillian Brann.
vlritant evangelist has moved upon
Mrs. Brann was a woman, highly
the hearts of men. While this form esteemed in the community in which
cf evangelism is not today so widely she lived, devoted to her home and
encountered as in the early life of J family.
this country, the wholesome effects
Funeral services were held at her
wrought by it in that period have home on West street, with Rev. G. F
come down to the present days and Currier officiating.
The floral
are vet to be encountered in every tributes were many and beautiful.
community whose citizens give prac Interment was in Sea View Cemeterv.
tical consideration to those details
The surviving relatives are a
cf righteousness that serve to exalt daughter. Mr- Carrie Bennett. South
the nation.
Portland; son. Walter Rotbins of
Wc are glad to see Gipsy Smith Rockport; a sister Mrs. Carrie Clark
again in action. We hope he does of Weymouth, Mass.; step children
Bo'ton a world of good and that the Miss Lillian Brann and Leroy Brann
churches lend a hand to him.
of this town and Mrs Mary Brann
Crawford of Metuchen. N. J.; and a
granddaughter. Mrs. Evtc Gott.
WILL WILLIAMS RUN?
Question Republicans Are Asking In

UNION

Wc Urn End of Second District

ing prominently mentioned in con
nection with the Republican Congres

sional nomination in the Second dis
trict. In connetion with the story
Fred K. Owen says:
"As for running for Congress that
is something els? again. Having had
no political office, the Lewiston at
torney naturally hesitates whether to
make the plunge. This does not mean
that he has had little experience in
politics for he has campaigned for
ethers for years and has been on the
stump in pretty nearly every cam
paign. His railroad connections have
called him to the State House during
every legislative session, so that he is
not unfamiliar with the ins and cuts
of lawmaking.
"Mr Williams is a fine speaker as
is widely known of course and per
sonally very popular as his advance
ments in the fraternal orders with
w’hich he has been connected and the
bar association attest. In his owrt
county they believe Uiat he should

EverJ-Other-Day
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The Sunday Telegram carried an
extended biography of Dana S. Wil
liams cf Lewiston, whose name is be-

I\ln,»AnAkA» /

'

(By the Pupils)

Plans are being made for a Rebekah
fair, supper and entertainment the '
first week ln December. Mrs. Edna (
Moore. Mrs. Shirley Bowley. Mrs Ilda i
Russell. Mrs. Corinne Perkins, and |
Miss Doris Bowley form the commit- ]
tee.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Copeland had '
as weekend guest. F. M Montgomery 1
of Bluff. Mass
Mrs Carrie Ames will return today,
Tuesday to Matinicus after spending I
two week following her discharge1
f?om Knox Hospital, with her sister
Mrs Nelson Moore.
The Southern Schoolmens league
will meet this evening. Tuesday ot
Lincolnville Beach.
Mrs. Margaret Sawyer was guest
last week cf Mr and Mrs. Clarence
H Adams in Hartford.
Mrs. Judson Benner entertained at J
dinner Friday Miss M. Orace Walker.
Miss Eda St. Clair and Mrs Betsey I
Eastman.
Mrs. Sidney Vinal was hostess at a
dinner party Thursday, her guests.
Mrs. George Walker, Mrs. Betsey
Eastman. Mrs. Sad.e Barrows. Mrs
Abbie Newbert. Miss M Grace Walk
er. Mrs Alice Mathew’s, and Mrs. Net
tie Jameson.
Miss Mattie Russell of Rockport
| was a recent caller on Mrs. Frank
i Davis

Promising to be very successful is
the musical comedy. "And It Rained''
coached by Miss Adelaide Cross, and
.scheduled for the latter part of thts
i.rli —4
month. Over seventy pupils of the
seni.<r high are taking part, with
SALE OF BEDDING
Mattretaea
these members chosen this week for
Splendid Mvinpt now
S15 up
mquality tpnnptond
the singing choruses: Dorothy Frost.
SpHnpa
innor«tprlnf mat*
V >5 up
trttiaa.
Virginia Ulmer. Virginia Merriam,
Dorothy Merriam, Felice Perry.
Maudte Beaton. Ruth Rogers, Mary
Dodge. Nancy Snow. Dorothy Howard
Virginia Willis. Geneva Hooper.
ROCKLAND. ME.
Helen
Winchenbaugh.
Virginia
Haskell. Flora Hooper. Marion LudDesigned to Fit
wick, Helen Whitmore, Katherine
Designed for comfort and rest
Delano. Edith Gray. Orace Brackett. card wtth the name of the gas of the
ful sleep, the smart lines and
Rose Murgita. Virginia Rackllff. Lor air. or the principal property of it.
materials of these pajamas give
raine Rich. Priscilla Lovejoy. Louise which he was describing, tn order to
them real style character, re
Waldron. Dora Freeman. Edward better impress his hearers. Each gas
flecting the fashions of the day.
Peaslee. Richard Havener, Edward was taken up 1n the order of its
Our showing comprises all styles
Storer. John Huke. George Huntly. percentage importance tn the air.
and models and is offered at
Charles Dorgan. Sanford Delano. the subjects and speakers coining in
popular prices.
Lawrence Crockett. Tony Murgita. thts order: "Nitrogen,’’ Edmund
Jimmy East. Wendell Blackman, and Ayotte; “Oxygen.’’ Inez Bowley;
Russell Nash, Thc dancing parts “Argon,” Eleanor Mattaiall; "Carbon
nSSiXil
will be taken by Barbara Derry. dioxide." Solomon Cohen: "Helium."
Stella Young. Ruth Marston. Norma ' Edith Berggren; "Neon,’’ Joseph
Havener. Barbara Murray. Harriet Dondls; "Xenon." Anna Taylor;
PAJAMAS
Wooster. Margery Perry. Arlene , Krypton," Harold Dondls; "Water
Robbins. Kathleen Chase. Barbara j Vapor," Ruth Cassidy
The rare
Oriffin. Dorothy Sherman. Jose gasses. l.e., argon, neon, krypton,
phine Pelllcane. Anna PeUlcane. xenon, and helium were particularly
Arthur Perry returned Friday from
June Cook. Marian Olnn. Bernice interesting for few people know that Bcston after attending the annual
Havener. Doris Borgerson. Malzie they exist at all. Tlie properties ex- 1 meeting of the New England Milk
Joy. and Mary Egau.
! plained were "Buoyancy." by Earl Froducers Association, as delegate
• • • •
Cook; "Resiliency." Austin Billings; from thc locals.
....
A set of Richards encyclopedia has "Liquid Air." Rita Staples: and
The cocking demonstration spon
been added to the library, which con "Foreign matter." Eleanor Payson. sored by the Woman's Club at 7
tains 24 volumes bound into 12 con The devotional exercises were in o'clock Thursday will be held at the
veniently sized books, with 7000 charge of Veino Masalin.
club room. Non-members Interested
pages, and 12.000 pictures. Instead
are Invited, and may attend by pay
• • • •
of being arranged ln alphabetical
ing a small admission fee. The food
A facinating exhibit of bookmarks
order, every phase of a main sub
which Miss Carrie Williams, home
with
French
proverbs
ls
on
displayject is in one vo'ume.
demonr’.ratcr cf the Central Maine
in Mrs. Hopkins room, having been
• • • •
. . .
Power Company, will cook that eve
made by members of the sophomore
Through the courtesy of tlie Maine
ning. will be given away.
French class. The materials which
Mrs. Emily Hodgkins is 111 at the
Music Company, the freshmen were
are so colorful and varied include
able to hear a helpful radio program
heme of her daughter Mrs. Ida Mal
| felt, birch bark, ribbon, cardboard,
lett at North Waldoboro.
on vocational guidance Friday after
pictures, leather, construction paper,
Three deer tagged Saturday were
noon in the auditorium. This pro
cloth, woven yarns, and even pressed
shot that dav bv Leslie Farrington of
gram will be a weekly feature, as
flowers. This artistic collection is
East Warren. Leland Peabody of War
soon as the school's new radio ar
, the handiwork of Stella Young.
ren village and Efland Jura of North
rives.
Frederick Perry. Dorothea Merriam.
• • • •
Warren.
Barbara Derry. Richard Marsh. Ruth
Mrs Nancv Clark who for the past
The senior class p.ay "Adam and
Rhodes. Virginia Wood. Helen Mills.
two weeks had been guest of her
Eva" is to be presented Dec. 19 and
Priscilla Lovejoy. Eugenia Brault.
sister Mrs. Jennie Pettee In Chelsea
20. instead of December 12 and 13 as
Barbara ONeil, Marian Ludwig
and of friends in Brookline. Mass.,
previously stated. Much preliminary
Gardner Brown. Ruth Thomas,
returned home Monday.
activity among the various commit
416 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
Byron Joy, Doris Borgerson. Barbara
Miss Helen Lawrence of Stetson,
tees. which have the task of making
Oriffin. Richard EHingwood, Encio spent last week with her sister Miss
the production run smoothly, is tak
Laaksonen. Gordon Richrardson and Grace Lawrence.
ing place. The committees are as
Hester Hatch.
Mrs. Janet Rcbinson has been subNORTH WALDOBORO follows: business manager. Vera
. i-titutin? at the Hinckley Corner
Ames, assistants, Mary Richards and
The Press Club presented a Hal ! School for Miss Shirley Castner who
Mrs Maude Mank. Nellie Winch Mazie Joy; advertising manager.
loween
social Friday night with has been ill.
enbach and Alice Duncan were Au Raymond Jordan, assistants, Louise
Arnold Robinscn passed the week
gusta visitors Thursday.
Moulaison and William Cross; wicked old witches and grotesque
hobgoblins, skeletons, and masked end with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Foster Mank and family have been electrician. Sanford Delano, assis
figures presenting their special brand Earl Robinson, arriving Friday from
ill the past week with severe colds. tants. Sulo Gronros and Winfred
of celebration. The entertainment Hebron Academy.
Stanley;
stage
manager.
Ralph
The Methodist Church fair held
consisted of a mystery playlet enti
Several from here attended the
last Tuesday night at Maple Grange Clark, assistants, Albert Levensaler. tled "The Supernatural." replete
chicken supper last Tuesday at Maple
Carlton
Gregory
’
,
and
Carlton
Brault;
hall was largely attended and $113.33
property manager. Oscar Marsh, as with thrills and suspense, murder Grange hall. North Waldoboro.
netted.
Miss Irma SDear has been visiting
sistants. Helen Withee and David and spirits of th? nether world. The
A. W. Winchenbach and Homer
Hyler; usher chairman. Dorothy east: "Peter Burke." David Curtis: Mbs Barbara Achom at Owl's Head
Carroll were visitors Friday In Rock
Thomas; costume mistress. F.orence “Mrs John Ashby." Eleanor Look; for a few days.
land.
"Loretta."
Charlene
Ramsdell.
DOOM Leroy Chatto of Rock
Dean, assistant. Marjorie Bartlett.
Maple Grange staged a Halloween
“Parks." William iCross; "Madame land. assisted by Ralph U. Clark as
• • • •
social Thursday evening, consisting
grand marshal, installed these offi
A recent issue of the Highlit? was Lura." Virginia.
of games during the lecturer's hour a part of the commercial exhibit at
cers Mondav night at St. Oeorge
and the serving of homdnade candy the M. T. A. convention in Bangor,
Brief accounts of the 33d annual Ledge of Masons;: Master. Parker
and corn cakes by members. Several being shown with six other school : convention of the M. T. A. conven- McKellar; senior warden, Albert MacGrangers attended Lincoln Pomona papers by the Roberts Office Supply i tion held last week in Bangor were Phail; Junior warden. Gilbert Har
last Saturday at Southport.
Company who handle the A B Dick given by faculty members at Mon- mon: secretary. Chester B Hall;
' day's teachers' meeting, presided treasurer. Benjamin Starrett; senior
mimeograph.
• • • •
Why has your daughtA dropped her
over by Principal Blaisdell These re- deacon. Curtis Starrett; junior dea- j
Today's assembly program, com J ports covered the general sessions con. Maurice Davis; senior steward.
hospital work?
She found she'd have to nurse poor I memorating Armistice Day, Ls in and also thc specialized groups which Henry W Starrett; Junior steward.
patients fcr two-years before they charge of Miss Stahl and the senior included the social studies, of whicn Leland Philbrook: chaplain. Alvah
would entrust her with any million English classes. Parents and friends ; Mr. Bowden was vie? chairman. Simmons; marshal. Oeorge Walker;
Supper,
aires. So she went to Hollywood to are invited to attend this program. I home economics, science where Mr. tiler. Benjamin Watts.
• • • •
I Durrell served on the nominating served by Ivy Chapter O ES pre- 1
try her luck there.
The magazine subscription contest
committee and also showed an ex beded the ceremonies.
ended last week under the chairman
Miss Edith French of Boston is
hibit, the classics, the commercial
ship of Elizabeth Till, with the gold
branches where the world's cham- spending two weeks with her grand
team captained by Margaret Dunton
j pion typirt demonstrated, and finally mother. Mrs. Henrietta French.
in the lead. In the lively contest
The fair to be given Wednesday at
j the meeting of the secondary school
between the rooms, teams captained
I principals. The speakers at these Gcodwlll Orange will start at 1
by Edward Peaslee and David Curtis
, sessions Included eminent specialists o'clock, with supper at 5.30.
tied for highest honors, while
[ from nearly every college in the
DEMOCRATIC CAUCUSES
Dorothy Munro. Margaret Davenport
( East, and outstanding educational
MAYORALTY CAUCUS
and Vesper Haskell will be recipients
The Democrats of Rockland are
| administrators whose discussions are hereby notified to meet In Caucus
cf certificates from the Curtis
Rooms.
Spring
considerations of education in its at City Council
Publishing Company for getting the
Street Thursday. November 14. 1935. at
many present-day branches proved 7 30 o'clock p. m. for the purpose of
most subscriptions.
nominating a candidate for Mayor and
inspirational to the teachers in at to
• • • •
transact such other business as may
legally come before said Caucus
tendance.
Helen Withee assisted with the
WARD CAUCUSES
• • • %
The Democrats of Rockland are 1
stenographic work in th? school of

♦♦♦♦

Burpee Furniture Co.

$1.50 to $5
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Two Tickets to Each Theatre
Prizes listed herein will be awarded for
what we nidge to Io* the most accurate,
the neatest, and the must attractive
•.•Ini i.ns in.tiled m brought to Uf With*
In 18 hours tallowing publication of this
advertisement. Duplicate awards will be
paid

lu tMiiu

i oiile't.ints. am bods.

cept our empl.»Y«*<*x mm leinpi’e It is
not aiemaary to make any purchases.
I se the form aboce, or a separate sheet.
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WINNERS OF OUR LAST PUZZLE
CONTEST

W ednesday-Thursday

STRAND THEATRE
HANDS ACROSS TIIE TABLE’
With CAROLE LOMBARD

PARK THEATRE
"I I L LOYE YOU ALWAYS"
with NANCY CARROLL

First Prize—Miss Sylvia Webster, Spruce St.

Second Prize—P. L. McKusick, 362 Main St.

M'lOON
SAlfSand SIMM
TnifHn^JFt 710 731

•

unitcu
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urts,

REFRIGERATION-OIL HEATING ENGINEERS
DISTRIBUTORS
OF
FINEST
FUEL
OILS

Zl

LIMEROCK STREET

V

ROCKLAND. MAINE

New Hosiery

50c

New Shirts
$1.65

< +++

GREGORYS

injure
your
motor

Pioneer Orange was well repre
fice last week.
sented Saturday at Knox Pomona,
• • . •
James Dornan. with hts staff exe
The "Apple Day” drive, for the
cuted the installation of officers.
benefit of the High School Athletic
Mr. and Mrs. Charles White and Cylinder block, water pump Association will take place Novi 16.
daughter were visitors Sunday at the
parts, hose connections and radi and will be in charge of Coach Sezak.
home of Mr. and Mrs. M. R Miller.
ator tanks these are susceptible assisted by ,Carl Spear as general
They also had as callers Mr. and
chairman. Russell Nash as boys'
Mrs. Fred Philbrook of Brockton, to that great destroyer—RUST. I manager, and Veino Kangas as girls'
Mass.
A new development that actually manager. This annual drive is unde"
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Payson and prevents rust in tlie cooling sys the sponsorship of th? Rotary Club.
Clyinton Bowley and family of Rock tem is available to our customers.
• • w •
land were recent dinner guests of Come in ami ask us about it—wc
"Every Week," a periodical for the
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Payson.
are radiator specialists, and rust dissemination of educational infor
The Farm Bureau will meet here
prevent ion is only one of the many mation, and ."Careers and Hobbles,’
Nov. 8 at the Grange hall. Tlie ’
a guidance magazine for youth, are
services we perform in the inter
subject will be "How to Make J
being used extensively by the fresh
est of more economical, trouble
Kitchen Labor Savers."
man civics classes in connection with
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson free ear operation. Our facilities their subject. Both ar? stimulating
^5^77
recently dined with Mr. and Mrs. C. provide Complete
' pupil-interest and proving valuable
Radiator Service.
M. Payson.
supplements in the guidance pro
gram.
make the race and are urging him
Members of Mr. Durrell's science
to do so.
class presented the program at last
"Said one man to me. high in th? '
Tuesday’s assembly Which gave some
councils of the party in the county
interesting Information on the con
‘I believe he would sweep everything.'
tents and properties of air. The
"As for that, of course. I am in no
TF.LS. 730-731
twelve speakers were introduced by
position to express an opinion. But
I.IMEROUK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Chairman Grant Davis, and as each
it is what lliey are saying over in
Aiulro e.wfgin County "
one gave his speech, he held up a

McLoon
Sales & Service

Principal Blaisdell has announced
that there are several opinings for
boys and girls over 16 years of age
to earn up to .$6 a month under the
High School Aid iProgram at the
National
Youth
Administration.
Members of the school who are in
terested should make application at
hts office.
• • • •
In preparation -for a visit to thc
State House yesterday the seniors
listened to a talk by Hon. iLouis J.
Walker, former member of the legis
lature, Thursday morning, ln the
assembly hall.
He gave many
generalities on what to look for on
their proposed visit, and answered
many questions about th? customs,
procedures, and privileges there. The
trip, which will be taken in con
nection with the study of the State
Legislature, tn a course entitled
"Problems of Democracy," will prove
much more interesting because of
the informative talk given by .Mr.
Walker. The meeting was presided
over by President Carl Spear, with
Principal Blalsdell and Miss dsRochemont as special guests,

hereby notified to meet In Caucus in
their several ward rooms
Wednesday, Nov. 13, 1935
At 7 30 o’clock p m.. for the purpose
of nominating In each ward a full ticket
of ward officers, to elect for each ward
a member of the city committee for the
ensuing year; and to transact such other
business as may legally come before said
caucuses. Per Order.
Democratic City Committee
A P RICHARDSON Chairman
L A THURSTON Secretary
Dated at Rockland. Oct 30. 1935

1

FOR

EASY SHIFTING and QUICK STARTS
Come in and have the gear cases of your car
drained, flushed and refilled with this newly
developed cold weather lubricant.
>.
Saves wear, repair and “gas". DO IT NOW.

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
WINTER ST.

I. POUST
138 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 377-W’

133*135

TEL. 889

They're Here! New 1936

PHILCOS
103-T-tf

*
520 up

House-Sherman, Inc.
442 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

am

FOOD VALUES
AT

NEffBERRT’S
SPECIALS—WEEK OF NOV. 4-9
WATCH OUR WINDOWS
RESH
BOSTON LIGHT COFFEE^ROASTED

lb 17c

-- -- -- -- 4 BIG MONEY SAVERS

1

I

SALTFJ)
SODA

CRACKERS
PEAS
SHRIMP
SALT

GLOUCESTER

•

BRAND

FANCY

POULTRY WANTED

ROCKLAND, ME.

PACKAGE

Wet Park
Tall Can

3

Pkgs.

MACARONI or SPAGHETTI,

10*

2 lbs 15c

YELLOW EYE

or RED KIDNEY

USED
CARS
Bought and Sold
MILLER’S GARAGE
RANKIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.
124tf

CUT STRINGLESS

BEANS

BEANS

2 Iks. 15c

3 cans, 25c

KETCHUP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 14 oz. 10c

SQUASH.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . No. 2^ can 10c

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NFK'.HBORHOOO IVENTI
Nov. J—Oolden Anniversary of Pleas,
ant Valley Orsnfe

Nov S —Knox County Superior Court

convenes.
Nov. O - Annual fair. Auxiliary Sons of i
Union Veterans
Nov
7 Camden^—Father and Son |
banquet at Y M. C. A
Nov U—Armistlce Day
Nov 11—Football at Community Park
Rorkland High Bchool vs. Bar Harbor
High Schoo)
Nov 12_Republlcan ward caucuses.
Nov 13—Camden Joint Lions • Club
meeting at CCC Camp
Nov IS- Postponed meeting of Parent
Teacher Association at High School
Auditorium
Nov 13—Democratic ward caucuses
Nov. 13— Thomaston—Supper and en
tertainment of Board of Trade
Nov. it-Republican Mayoralty cau
cus.
Nov It—Htlwln Libby Relief Corps
Nov 14—Democratic Mayoralty Cau
cus tn City Hall
fair

King 8olomon's Temple Chapter
has a stated meeting Thursday night I
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H. H. Stover has taken apartments
tn one of the Elizabeth Donahue
houses on Park street.
Burr Atwood of the 8 8 Malang
spent the weekend as guest of Charles
jn thia ctty.

------Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
wlU
meetings tomorrow night Six o’clock
circle supper and ibeano.

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Messer have
taken the upstairs apartments at 21
Talbot avenue for the winter.

SAVE FUEL
BAKE QUICKLY
Put in your kitchen one of tbe new

GLENWOOD
RANGES

Mrs. L. N. Llttlehale substituted at
tho organ at the Universalist church
Sunday for Miss Margaret O. Stahl
who was in Boston.

Harold Coombs. William Clements,
Chester Keese Owen Athearn and
Leroy Wiggin are on a hunting trip
for the week at Wesley.

Mr and Mrs. L. E. McRae and Dr.
and Mrs. Bradford Adams of Long
Meadow, Mass., are on a hunting trip
Into Northern Maine.

Edw in Edwards has gone to .Long
Island ln Bluehlll Bay for a hunting
trip. Joining there his brothers.
Ernest and Peter, who preceded him
by a few days.

iRcv. and Mrs. J. Charles Mac
Donald were Ir. Brunswick Friday to
Donna deRochemoni of this ctty has
attend a conference on evangelism,
been elected vice president of the
which had Dr. Houghton of the
class of 1939 at Colby College.
Moody Bible Institute as principal
speaker.
The weather is conducive to buttercups, lt would seem. Miss Marguerite |
AuxUlary to Anderson Camp.
8anborn picked one yesterday.
S.U.V.. ls to hold Its annual fall (air

AU drum corps members are urged
to be on hand at 7.30 tonight for re
hearsal preparatory to the Armistice
Cay parade.
,

The board of management of the
Home for Aged Women wUl hold an
important business meeting Wednes
day at 2:30 at the home of Mrs.Frank W. Fuller.

Thr best range that ean be made.
Trade In Your Old Range
Priced from

$59

up

Pay only 51 00 each week if you wish

Burpee Furniture Co.

On Halloween night a peck
i measure of apples was taken from
E. A. Dean's premises. Ed dosen't
j want the apples returned, "but by
, jiminy ll'd like to have the peek
1 measure" sez he.

CAMDEN

A GLENWOOD
FURNACE

Ora Brown and James Brown are
on a gunning trip in the big woods.
Mrs Harold R Smith and daugh
ter Miss Ellen A. Smith of Waldoboro
IN EVERY HOME
were recent guests of Mrs. A. L J
Worthing.
Capt. and Mrs William Stanley, i
4*.
daughter Frances and son Edward
who have been Visiting Mr. and Mrs. ■
Frank H. Wilbur are in Newton
Mass., for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Stratton and
Harry Clark are hunting In Hancock J
county.
Harold Hansen and Robert Haneon are on a gunning trip ln Cherry- i
field. They were accompanied by ,
Joe. the Indian.
Mrs. T. J. French ls visiting friends
ln Bangor.
Ora Brown. Jr., Lewis Clark and
Lercy Weed were home from Hebron J
Academy over the weekend.
Harold Murphy entertained at a '
JDDOO’
coon supper Sunday.
T. W. McKay and T. Jenness 35
French
left yesterday for a hunting
Save */2 Your Fuel
A Glenwood llot Air Heating Sys trip at Cherryfield.
tem. properly selected and installed
Johnson Talbot has returned from a
will bum less furl and heat your gunning trip near Lincoln and
home throughout.
brought back a deer.
Prices Now Reduced
Wendall Ollchrest ot Rochester,
The price of a Glenwood Furnace
N. H„ is guest of his parents. Mr. and
is murh less than ever before.
Mrs. Fred Ollchrest, Sea street.
Terms Easily Arranged
Mrs. Oeorge H. Tnomas will enter
tain the ladles of thc Methodist
Just a small payment down and thr
balance in easy weekly or monthly
3ociety Wednesday afternoon.
’
payments. AND YOU DEAL DI
The ladles of the Congregational |
RECTLY WITH US. No finance
company or other plans. You make Society will hold a pre-Christmas j
your payments here at the store. ‘utility and food sale Dec. 11 at 1
I o'clock at the parish house.
j
The annual rummage sale of St.1 ”

Senter Crane Cempaas^ g
»•?•

f

Fritz Kretsler's concert Monday
r kockland, me.
Special Showing of
evening. N°v. 11. at the Portland j
tomorrow afternoon, the doors open
llltf I High School auditorium, will >be one
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to- I
ing at 2. (Mrs. (Elizabeth Barton Is
night. There will be afternoon card '
of the musical high lights of the
general chairman Six o'clock supper
party, and circle supper at 6:15.
1 State for the season. Several local
Thcre
will
be
circle
supper
at
the
wUl be followed by the usual evening
Universalis’, vestry Wednesday at | music lovers are planning to attend
For Matrons
There wUl be no boxing exhibition business session and initiation of
6. Mrs. F. A. Tlrrell as chairman
ficers
wear
white.
at the Rockland Athletic Club this
Owennle Dean of The Highlands
Only one ot a kind
wUl be assisted by Mrs R C. Perry.
week; the next session of the leather
was proudly displaying Saturday a
Mrs.
Lloyd
Daniels.
Mrs.
Wilbur
F.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps wlU have
pushers wUl be held Nov. 15.
Horace Lamb. Mrs. sturdy buttercup which she picked ln
6 o'clock supper Thursday In charge 8enter, Mrs
Arthur
'
F.
Lamb.
Mrs. Harold E the fields near home. Red clover
Tlie monthly meeting of the Parent- of Mrs. Elura Hamlin and Mrs Ada
Itogular sites 38 to 48
Jackson.
Mrs
John
Black. Mrs. and violets have also been reported j
Teacher Association fallinfe on Armls- Brewster
Annual Inspection wUl
Half Sizes. 16'- to 24'.
I within the past week. Not bad lor
tice Day. it will be postponed to thr take place, for which officers are Donald Leach. Mrs L. E. McRae.
following Monday night. Nov. 18.
J asked to wear white. Mrs Alma Mrs Everett Munsey. Mrs. John H November.
_____
Higgins of Oray. State Inspecting of- McLoon, Mrs. W. H. Rhodes. Mrs.
The Rockland Lions Club is always I
Thomas Episcopal church will be
ROCKLAND. ME.
• My Chrysalis. ’ ••Lullaby,” Poems ficer. will Inspect, and she will be T. C. Stone- and Mrs. Kathleen O' j glad to avail itself of the Superior
held Nov. 7-8. at the parish house.
and Music. Mrs. Eleanor Dunton- accompanied by Mrs. Ruby Merrill, Hara.
I Court justices as guest speakers. ToDoors open at 9 a. m . and close at
Martin. NL.A.P W . wlU be a DA.R also of Oray State president.
' )
SALE OF
Clinton Fickett and Sam Batty are I 8 p. m.
The Dr'ifD Corps Association. De | morrow it will have Justice Oeorge L.
broadcast Wednesday at 2 p m trom
Emery of Biddeford, who is presiding home from Machias, each with a fine
Freeman-Herrick Camp, US.W.V,
partment
of
NLaine,
held
its
annual
Congratulations are extended to
WLBZ
over the November term, and who has buak. The odor of venison steaks will met last evening.
Pleasant Valley Orange today In ob- meeting and election ot etteers at the
again kindly consented to address that soon be permeating their respective
Great preparations are being made
Although nearly 42.000 more people serving this, their golden anniversary Legion roor«s of the James Fitzgerald
organization.
for the Father and Son banquet
neighborhoods.
730
tonight
an
open
session
ls
held
Post
No
2
in
Augusta
Sunday
and
At
and nearly 13.000 more vehicles used
i Thursday evening at the "Y". Henry
the Carlton bridge ln October than lor ln order that all past patrons may chose these offlcers: Ralph O. Mas
Principal Joseph E Blaisdell. Miss
F. Merrill of Portland will be thc
Funeral
services
lor
Capt.
Oecrge
ter-man.
Ba*
Harbor,
president;
Frank
the same period for 1934 the receipts attend. All past masters are especlalMarguerite deRochemont and mem
;
speaker and John Taylor, song
Warmly Intrilinrd
ly urged to be there. The National M Orant. fftco. vice president; Hector bers ol her class lh civics, now listed Perry Arey were held at Burpee's par leader.
were 8555.15 less.
lors
Thursday.
Bearers
were
Edward
Orange at this time will present O Staples, Rockland, secretary-treas as problems of democracy, motored
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Eldredge of
Sizes 10 to 16
An ebservant citizen passing along , Oolden sheaf certificates to Hon. urer; Charles Johnson. Bangor, hls- to Augusta yesterday and went Hayes. Harry Post, Arthur Titus and
7hatham, Mass., have been guests
A
H.
Titus.
Rev.
John
L.
Quigg
Main street this morning noted cars Obadiah Oardner and Jesse A. Tol tcr.an; ADRustus B Huntley. Rock through the State House, the Blaine
1 of Mrs. Eldredge's parents. Mr. and
Interment in Achorn
bearing license plates of California. man. charter member^ of this Orange. land < chairman >. Charles Kavanaugh. Mansion, and Fort Weston as part officiated.
I Mrs. Charles Atkins.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
cemetery.
New York. Washington. Massachu Mr Gardner is a past Slate Master Orono. Capt Joseph F Young. Jr.. of their course.
Megunticook Orange will hold its
setts. Rhode Island. New Hampshire Pomona Master and Master. Silver Augusta, and Wilford J. Turmelle.
annual fair Nov. 14-15 with this
The Arts and Crafts Society will
and Florida. Maine ls still popular. 1 certtficatea will be awarded several Biddeford, executive committee.
This city's long record of "no fires"
committee ln charge: Mrs. Bessie
meet
with
Mrs.
Helen
Carlson.
491
came near being shattered yesterday
- for 25 years' membership by the State
Robinson Mrs. Helen Packard and
Miss Mary Lawry of this city* has
The second Issue of Studio News ! motning when the boiler at the Cobb- Main street., on Wednesday at 7.30 Nathan B. Hopkins. A style show
Orange. A program of exceptional
been made a member of the commit
quality ts offered and music will be from thc Ellse Allen Comer School , Davis antique shop on Elm street be- p m. Members are requested to bring will be presented Friday afternoon
tee which has charge of welcoming j furnished by the Hy-Hatters.
of tbe Dapce ts off the press. Listed gan cutting up capers, with resultant "scrap-bag" material for the making and ln thc evening a three-act
first-year students at the Sargent
are birthdays of members of the . moke and excitement. No damage. of hand-made tics for men. Instruc : comedy drama. A public dinner will
The New Curls and Swirls
College of Physical Education in
Oliver R Hamlin, the newly elected school; Jiib'. Nadine Fuller, Jennie thanks to prompt action by Capt. tion also in art-craft weaving, hooking beAerved Saturday an din the aftcrBoston.
rugs
and
knitting.
Cheyne
and
the
Central
Fire
8tatlon
Thompson
Sonia
Corner.
Beverly
commander of Huntley-Hill Post.
for your winter permanents
j noon there will be a baby allow.
j VF W . found himself ln the king row Ccgan. EJUma Flick. Arllne Cross, boys.
Another
hurricane
struck
Flonda
p,!bllr
whlst
>
>art
>
1,1
,hp
evening.
,,
He
are now featuring our November
•
_____
The State Highway Commission has lovpr ,hc upekrntl and ,t wa>n-t
Margaret Johnson. Virginia Mann
ve terdav Wtth Miami bearing the
°€or«r Hurd of ** Point ls •
Specials with a S'2.C0 DImouiiI on any of
been authorized to award a contract third man in the squared circle, ing: August. Ruth Starrett and Elaine
Many Rockland friends of Miss brunt cf the blow Five men were vW,or at thp homp of Mr and Mrf |
nur Permanent*, nuking thr price for
for the construction of 3.16 miles ol either. In company with National Hall; September, Lucy Thompson. Agnes Mantor of Farmington, who
j
j ICO injured. Among
.
.u- I Charles Atkins.
November only—
killed
and
the
bituminous concrete between Warren
Commander Van Zandt. State Com Earl Moor?. Margaret Parson, Lor often -visited In the home of her yachts lashed by the gale was the 11 Orman Goodwin, manager of the
and Waldoboro to the Lane Construc
mander Mario Conti, and Senior Vice raine Hall. Barbara Murray; Octo sister. Mrs. H. Laton Jackson, former
Elm street First National store, is on
Paragon owned by Charles J. Davol
tion Corporation of Meriden. Conn.
a vacation and with Mrs. Oood win [
Commander Waldron, he visited the ber. Alice May Fuller. Louise Van residents here, are Interested to learn
of Providence. Irving Sawyer of
The bid was $54,098
i Is visiting relatives in Burnham.
Home at Togus. At 2 p. m. the party- nah. Lucille Richardson. Lillian of her appointment to direct the
"Quality la Real Economy.” The right foundation for a amait, en
lunched with Gov. Brann at the Johnson. Florence Molloy; Novemter Women's Activities Division ln WPA Thomaston is chef on this cr^ft. A
during wave ia our Contour Haircut, 50 centa.
Mrs. Annette Hooper, who died in
poc.card
received
from
him
by
The
CALL 826 FOR AN EARLY APPOINTMENT
Barbara Fuller, Dale Messer and projects Miss Mantor is having leave
MARRIED
Biddeford Sunday, was the first grand Blaine Mansion, concluding in season Jackie Posson. Listed are the activi
of absence from Farmington Normal Courier-Gazette this morning says I IBBY-McNICHOlr-At Waltham. Ma.v«
to witness the Bowdoln-Bates football
Ot. 26. by Rev Frank O Polter.
secretary’ of the Orand Chapter of
his address will be P O Bex 582.
ties
of
several
members
In
social.
School.
Oardner A Libby formerly of Vinal
Maine. OES. 3he was elected when game In the evening there was a entertainiPents. etc., both in Rock
286 MAIN STREET,
RfM Kl.AND. MAINE
Miami.
haven and Hazel W McNIchol of
Waltham. Mass
the Chapter was organized in Rcck banquet and ball at the Falmouth land and elsewhere. The story of
Golden Rod Chapter. O.E.S. Is
—At Rorkland. Nov
Weekend guests at the City Farm SLEEPER-FORBU8
land. and had been a frequent fra Hotel in Portland, among the guests
2. by Rev. Corwin H Olds. George
being Congressman Moran and Ham- ,
further Sloped, and holding its annual fall fair Friday
D Sleeper of South Thomaaton and
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Jackson
ternal visitor here.
ing. Burial was in the Dagu
-1
Mrs Margaret Aylward Forbua.
lin. Sunday. Commander Hamlin at- there are other Interesting articles afternoon, the doors opening at 2.
WASHINGTON
Thomaston
trrv The bearers of his own choos-1
Handkerchiefs, fancy work, aprons, and son Ralph of Orff's Corner. Call SEMAR, TIAN-VERGEAt
their ward i tended a department meeting at thf Pertaining to the art ol the ance.
Nov. 2 by Rev H F beach. Arslihk
The Democrats hold
Robert Sukeforth
Ing, Wtn Almond Farw< :i. Charles I
etc., will be on sale. A feature will ers Sunday were Mrs. Jcseph Robin
SrmarJIan of Boston and Miss Ethelyn
caucuses Wednesday night. Nov. 13. Falmouth. Mrs. Oliver R. Hamlin and j
b. Verge of Thomaston
By the dca'.h c! R- b r. Sukefortn. F.nn. Perley Sukeforth und Clydol
son,
Mrs.
Grace
Kenney.
Miss
Pris

be
the
64-in
table
cover,
a
beauti

Proud ol the fact that a Maine
and their mayoralty caucus Thursday Mrs. Charles O. Hewett attended the
90. which occurred Oct. 10. this town Sukeforth. There were many beau-1
man was elected to one of the im ful piece of work done by Mrs. cilla Robinson of St. Oeorge. Pearl
DIED
night, Nov. 14 The two parties thus Saturday evening festivities in Port portant National offices of the 40 Carolyn Stewart, worthy matron, to Benner and Marian Fernald gave a
lost cne of It o'.de.ri mid mo ! re- tiful flowers, token' of love and re-|
WILI
jS At Vlnnlhaven. Oct 31. Francis
choose their candidate for mayor on land.
L. Wills, aged 71 years. 5 months. spreted citizens
and 8. members of Volture 1003 of I be disposed of in an unique manner Halloween party Friday evening. The
pcct.
Contributed
15
days
Interment
In
Haverhill.
Ma*the same night, the Democrats hold
guests were Virginia. Louise and Al VINAL At Rutland. Mats. Nov 5, Ross
Cumberland
County
have
laid
plans
by
Mrs.
Katheryn
St.
Clair.
Supper
Mr.
Sukeforth
was
born
in
Wash

The WC.T.U. met at the home ol
R Vinal. formerly of Rockland, aged ington Ort 3. 1815 He was a lifelong
ing forth in their own citadel, while
time ago a younn Iri h farmerl
to show their feeling In the matter will be at 6. with Mrs. Ivy Chatto fred Kenney, Sally and Junior Rob
45 years
Funernl Thursday at 2
the Republicans are meeting In the Mrs. Margaret Crie Friday. Rev. Cor by staging » reception and celebra- as chairman, assisted by Mrs. Hewett inscn. Edward Reynolds. Mary Mel
o’clock from A D Davis and Son Democrat, steadfast in pctitical prln-.111 lhc County Kilkenny was very mm hl
win H Olds, guest speaker, gave a
chapel. Thomaston.
friendly environment of the Court very informative talk'on’-What the “on
PortlandI CityHaU on Nov In the dining room. There will be an vin, Arnold Fernald. Arlene Rcbinson LA FIAMME At Rockland. Nov 3. ciples. but rcidv to vote for the best in love. He wanted to marry the cirl.l
House.
Rcderlque John La Flamme, aged 32 man. It is believed he never missed but bring a shy lad he couldn't for thej
Churches Have Done to Promote Bet- 22 Dr c Eugene Fogg. Sous Chef I evening entertainment under the and Maurice Leonard.
years. 9 months. 27 days
Funeral
*
Tuesday morning at Burpee's parlors a presidential election and but one life of him aik her outright to marry
ter Motion Pictures." noting especialChemln- ts t,lp officer to be so direction of Myron Young.
Levy Williams and ten fellow KiInterment In Naugatuck. Conn.
To swell the milk fund thc Parenttown-meeting during his long voting h.rr He felt h would eheke I hel
ly the movements in the Methodist n“°ped. .Rd members of the Cum- ,
wanians of Augusta were at the Cop
The city's new triple combination Teacher Association is to present the
life. His quaint savings will long be tried to mention the words marry orl
and Catholic Churches, which have Orland County Volture plan to make
CARD OF THANKS
per Kettle last night for a luncheonthis reception not simply an affair fire engine was given a stiff pumping musical comedy "And It Rained" on 1 I wish to thank all my friends and remembered by ail who knew him. for marriage to her. So. after taking,
meeting withj he Rockland Kiwanis brought about decided improvements fzr the 4° «nd 8 and ,or the parent 1 test Sunday on the Lincoln street trial Nov. 25-26. in the High School audi- , relatives for thc beautiful flowers and
basket of fruits and cards sent to me he loved hie Joke and found ample much earnest, shrewd thought on the
group which is practically ready to or in type of picture produced. Mrs. organization, the American Legion, course and far exceeded the specifi ; torium. Taking leading parts arc [ while at Knox Hospital also the kind
problem he asked her m a whi per|
ness shown to me at Knox Hospital, and opportunity for ready wit.
ganize a full fledged Kiwanis Chib Mildred Blaisdell gave an interesting
one evening:
but they make it a celebration In cations of the underwriters. The new Francis Havener. Ruth Thomas. Roy Dr N. Fogg and Dr C. Ix ach.
In
early
life
he
was
married
to
Allison Moorls
Mr. Williams ls lieutenant-governor- paper on "What the Parents Are Do which ni.ny other patriotic orders machine ls very powerful and carries Joyce. June Wf'ael. Virginia Gray
Tenants Harbor. Me
•
Almanza 8 Castner of Waldcboro
"Julia, how would you like to ba
elect for thc district and brought ing to Promote Better Motion Pic and organizations will participate. It the pump load with the greatest ol Betty McAlary. Richard Ellingwood
Who died about nine years ago Por buried with my people?" iChicago|
CARD OF THANKA
words of cheer to the local group No tures." Mention was made of sev ls hoped to have a speaker of Nation eas?. being equipped with a 400 gal Donald Marriner. Gordon RichardWe wish to th«nk all relatives and many years they conducted the Olobe Tribune).
meeting will be held next Monday eral magazines that carry a review ot al importance, and representations lon Northern pump on a Dodge chassis. son, David Hodgkins and Russell friends who ao kindly befriended us per toffice in the southern part of
our bereavement, and for the
night due to the holiday, the next motion pictures, stating their suita-' from th® Department of Maine, While the hose lines were laid Chiel Nash. That the production will be during
beautiful flowers
the town, which like many others,
bllity for children, youth or adults.
Mr
and
Mrs Sidney I. Arey. Mrs
an
unqualified
success
Is
guaranteed
;
session being scheduled for Nov. 18.
HEIRS WANTED
American Legion, state officers and Havener thought lt well to put the big
Arthur Titus. Alvin 11 Arey and Leander was discontinued in favor of the
She also told of what has been ac delegates from other New England Amer!can-LaFrance through her paces by the announcement that Miss; Arey.
•
R.F D. routes. Many a stage passen Charles M. WatU, dcccaned. born about
Stationery — Do your Christmas complished in many towns and cities states.
and the 750 gallon quota was passed ' Adelaide E. Cross is coaching. A
ger, tired, cold and hungrv. found 1K4>7. Maine. Writ<* Ileirs Res?areh AI
CARD OF THANKS
shopping now from our new stock at by a Parents' Council. It was voted !
easily as always by that rugged old product of the New England Con
’’o'""
I wtxh to thank my many friends ho:pitality when they reached the | Kr: ^vrr/,,Bur7,u'
lin Building, Les Angeles, ( alifomi.
special prices. Huston-Tutttle Book to hold an Institute at the next regu- i Speech Readers Cluo met Thurs- veteran machine. Chief Havener is a servatory of Music, with special who remembered me with cards and Olcbe.
gttta while I waa a patient at State
132*134
lar meeting. Nov. 15. with forenoon I day with Miss Jessie Achorn in great believer in preparedness which instruction in iiageantry and stage Street Ho-pttal.
Co 404 Main street —adv. 133-135
To Mr. and Mrs. Sukeforth were
Lewis M Delano
'
production.
Miss
Cross
has
had
wide
‘
and afternoon sessions. Members ol j charge of the iesson. and Mrs Raiph may account for the fact that dia
Friendship
born three children. Mrs. Charles
Special—Have your car washed, the county unions are invited to co Ayers giving the story of Raphael's phone alarm fires are rare of late and experience in putting on sufh plays
Finn of this town. Mrs Almond Farday ct night, all through November, operate. Mrs. Hope Brewster in St.tecilia. Several pictures pertain resulting damage from the few calls both locally and out of state. Her
j well of Unity and one son. Perley who
79 cents. Power washer used. Fire charge of the program.
i work everywhere has met ■ with
| resided with his father and rendered
ing to the art appreciation program is very low.
proof Garage.
131-136
marked success.
were brought in by club members.
him tender and loving care during his
Attending the annual meeting of
The new curls and swirls for your Tlie most Interesting was a valuable
1 declining years. There are six grand
There are many new things in the
Miss
Sylvia
Webster.
15
Knox
street,
winter permanents are toeing featured old colored print, brought by Mrs. the Young (People's (Fellowship of
children, Mrs. Hazel Sukeforth Os
"What-Not Shop"—rug patterns, ruby
won first prize in the opening day of
by Al's Hairdressing Salon as Novem Ayers, showing Raphael painting the Episcopal Diocese of Maine in
good of Somerville, Mass; Clyde
AND
glass, book-ends, oharacter dolls.
the
McLoon-grams
contest,
and
P.
L.
ber Specials, a $2.00 discount on any ‘The Madonna of the Chair" on the Bath Sunday were iRev. E. O. Kenyon
Sukeforth of Waldoboro; Mrs. Lilia
India-prints, pictures, trays, bags of
McKusick.
362
Main
street,
second,
permanent making the price $3.00 to J head of a cask. Miss Annie E. Frye James Harding. Grant iDavis. Vesper
Farwell Pierpont and Mrs. Doris Finn
all kinds, etc. 491 Main street, op
prizes being tickets to Strand and
| Linscott of this town; Mrs Margaret
$10.00. The right foundation for a who has recently returned from a Haskell, Myrtle Harlow, Priscilla
Established 1840
posite Baptist Church. Visitors wel
Park Theatres. The puzzles appear
smart permanent ls Al's contour hair trip to Los Angeles where she at Smith. Feme Browne, Barbara
Farwell Tweedie and William Farwell
come.—adv.
‘ on page 2 in each issue of The Cou
Licensed
Embalmera and
Rogers.
Miss
Margaret
Butiom
and
As
a
suitable
background
for
cut. 50 cents. Phone Rockland 826 tended the convention of American
cf Unity.
Between Clyde and
Attendants
rier-Gazette and awards are made on
for an early appointment.—adv.
University Women, was warmly wel Mrs. Molly Taylor, of ISt. Peters,
"Daddy
Rob"
as
they
all
lovingly
quiet, dignified and reverent serv
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
Men! Women! There are big
the basts of originality, cleverness,
comed. The afternoon held a happy church; Rev. William Berger, Robert
called him there existed a rare and
Emily W. Stevena. Arthur Andrew!
ice. the Russell Funeral Home is
bargains fcr everyone during the
neatness,
etc.
Answers
must
reach
the
Rummage sale at Congregational surprise in
tender affection
arrival of (Mrs. Trask. Russell Young and Maynard
Rexall Original One Cent Sale. Two
all that one may desire. Use of the
Day or Night Telephone
vestry. Friday. Nov. 8. Doors open at Nathan L. ‘Witham of Stony Creek. Carroll, of St. Thomas church, Limerock streej office of the McLoon
: Surviving also afre eight great-1
for thc price of one plus only one
Home is available at all times, and grandchildren, all but one old enough
Conn., former vice president of the Camden. Fr. Kenyon presided at aj Sales & Service within 48 hours after
9
a.
m.
—
adv.
132-134
450
cent; 250 bargains to choose from
group conference on the subject of the printing of the puzzle in order
Ls but one of the many facilities j to remember him; two brothers;: Representative! in all large eltlea
club.
She
gave
an
Interesting
talk
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.'. Nov. 6-9 at
Among the principal that winners may be announced in
Henry of Thomaston and Fred of this , in tbe United States and Canada
on her Rew home and told of her "Prayer."
that help to maintain a high stand
the Rexall Store. 444 Main St.. C. W.
speakers were Rev. H. Dymoke Gas- the succeeding Issue. The findings ot
! town. The friends and neighbors of j
visits
to
the
New
Haven
League
for
NOW I EAT
AMBULANCE
Sheldon, prop —adv.
132-133
ard of service.
j his younger days have ail passed on,
the Hard of Hearing. After the busi son of St. Paul's 8chool at Concord. the judges must be final. A remark
Service Lv Instantly available.
able
public
interest
is
already
mani

but he has made a place for himself
ness session of this Thursday Miss N. H., and Arthur McFadden of
Experienced attendants on dnty.
NOTICE!
| in thc lives and hearts of a younger,
Frye will give a paper on her sum Dover. N. H.. provincial treasurer and fest) ln these fascinating Jumbled
Upset Stomach Goes
Day
and Night Telephone
After being absent from my office
words
contests.
Miss
Webber's
win

president of the New Hampshire
generation who will long remember
mer travelsJiffy with BeU-any
several weeks I have resumed my
Diocese of the YFF*. In the list of ning answer was printed in <*olor be
him.
450
practice as usual.
The funeral, conducted by Mr I 361 MALY 8T. BOCKLAND, MK.
TEL. 662
Eastern Star fair Friday at 2 p. m. new officers is (Miss Dorothy Jones of neath a large picture of a boy resting
DR. J. H. DAMON. Dentist
-is Supper at 6; entertainment, 8 -p. m . Camden, secretary The conference before one of the Mclpon-sold oil 9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND Flanders of Waldoboro was from
Over Newberry’s 5c & 10c Store
132-tl
Telephone 415-W
heaters.
next year will be at Oardiner.
tht heme, Rev. A O Davis offlcigt10 cents admission.
133-134

DRESSES

S9.75 to $16.50

Burpee Furniture Co.

PLAID JACKETS

$4.95

NOVEMBER SPECIAL

$3.00 to $10.00

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Funeral Parlors

ONIONS

Russell Funeral Home
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HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES

rMR BLATZ. I ENDURE D TERRIBL!?
SUFFERING T& WAVE NV WAPt J
TAKEN OFF MY CHIN TO PLEASE ]
X?UR MAKEtiP MAN- [ KNOW J

By Chuck Corhard

Hollywood, Oct. 29.— Hollywood
has gone and done It again. It has
set the country on fire with Its new
fashions depicting the Influence of
a new World War. Everything in
the style world today shows the in
fluence of the war propaganda in
Africa. Now it's military coats, suits
and dresses with bright shining gold
buttons as well as hats, formats and
custom Jewelry which have adopted
this military trend. The stylists
have also created accessories along
this new trend. The well-dressed
woman of today looks like a Red
Cross nurse dressed for a visit to the
trenches of the battiefront.
• • • •
Hailing themselves as the saviors
of Grand Opera, the Marx Brothers
Groucho. Chico and Harpo—have
Just completed ‘'A Night at the
Opera." "Orand opera needed up
lifting." said Groucho modestly, "and
we have done It." The merry mad
caps are proud of the fact that their
uplifting was accomplished with a
few minor "props." such as an ocean
liner, three opera stars, a 40 piece
orchestra, an opera house, a piccolo,
a section of Central Park, the New
York City Hall, Groucho's mustache,
Harpo s harp, and Chico's piano. Two
new theme songs In the opus are
"Alone" and •’Cosi Cosa.'.
Nonna Shearer has had more than
14.000 letters from men throughout
the world wanting to play the role of
"Romeo" in "Romeo and Juliet"
since studio officials announced she
would play "Juliet.” and as yet they
have not found a suitable "Romeo."

A new romantic team on the screen
is being predicted by your Holly
wood correspondent after hearing
that Clark Gable will be co-starred
with Jeanette MacDonald ln a ro
mantic drama of early San Franstsco.
We only hope that It doesn’t mean
the end of the Eddy-MacDonald
combination.

E

WHY ON

WLfti

Type man That would

'/OUR WAY M COMPENSATE ME- 5AY WlTH*500

to

1

HA HA*
SHOULD^
GIVE HER 600 IRON

.MEN" SHE SHOULD
GIVE ME ORCHIDS
FOR MAKIN' HER
.ATTRACTIVE- /

Talking'
'/CHS WAN1 a *<
tor Th* star—
I'M noT

TO 7CLS *sTanp in''

A

'

WART?

HA. HA.' 500 SMACKtRS T
<--------- —SHOULD
/

-If TW DIRECTOR WAN1S
A V/ART TOR ARTAUD
IN* >0U‘LL D0-~~ T

GUY COULD BEGIN AND FINISH

HAVEN'T An/ ORCHIDS
BUT WHAT I HAVE 1 CVJE

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD ("
WHILE YOU'RE MEASURING I

Roy Trask Is building a cottage on
the shore of St. Georges Lake.
William Trask and his daughter
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Chadwick and young son have moved
to their new home which was recent
ly built on the foundation of the
old house which burned last winter.
Storer-Colllns Post of Union will
give an annual Armistice dance Nov.
11 at East Palermo Grange hall, with
music by Overlock's orchestra of
Washington.
Many deer hunters have been seen
In this section since Nov. 1.
Donald Walker of New* York is fox
hunting in the vicinity of his sum
mer home here.

—_

A PUTT ?

THE FUNNY PARTS

A<|

5ToP AT

The cIaps
AH' GET
SOMEVEGETABLES

For The
stew —

Inocati „ ,

4lNt-

BOZO AND THE BARON

By L- Antonette

FOLLIES OF THE GREAT -By Rlofkln & Thorndike

)

1

1

!

W

DON'T BE LIKE THAT!
HAVE YOU
COMPLETELY

GONE
INSANE OR

WERE YOU SORN AN
IMBECILE? YOU TRUMPED

v

MY ACE /

"WJ

7

By Ray I. Hoppman
SPENT THOUSANDS OF ML LARS SUING JOHN RUSKIN/^

OOH‘1 YELL ME HOW
TO PLAY BRIDGE/ YHAT

,

> ^L.

MOW
EMBARRASSING

____ Z

THIS GAME

aurozs (HSitSH ntuosoMee OVER M AILE6ED INSULT
AND OBTAINED A ‘FACE SAVING’ JUD6EMENT OF SIT CENTS,

wY, O^

MEAD OF YOURS IS TOO
EGG-SHAPED TO GRASP

OLD
neve^
Ihl JAil

/

HENRY HOF FRANCE

The manners oF
a boxing ring,
Do nob apply
ho bridge, old
thing/

WAS THE FIRST PERSON
IN EUROPE TO WEAR
SILK STOCKINGS; CLOTH
ONES WEPE WORN BEFORE.
(1543)

SIR

„-------

.

RODNEY

a+y /

GOOD

MANNERS

-qpa*hY

HERE *N THERE
BARON MUNCHAUSEN

WEST LIBERTY

THE

READING A COPY Of

FREELY - SCALU0N5.6

JUtf $0 HE DOfSNT
LAUGH OUT LOUD AT

stoo

"It's ideal for evening wear! And
so Rosalind Russell decided to buy
the pink and silver lame evening
coat she wears in her new picture, in
which she appears with William
Powell. The coat features one of the
new cowl hoods, which may be
slipped over the head to protect the
coiffure en route to and from any
formal affair. Large sleeves which
hang almost to the hemline, add
another pictorial effeett to the wrap

It's getting to be a habit, Cecilia
Parker, who's playing in "Ah Wilder
ness" is without makeup of any sort.
Virginia Bruce recently did the same
thing, and photographed gorgeously,
in "Here Comes the Band” — Some
thing I never knew before : That
Eleanor Powell, sensational over
night star of "Brodway Melody of
1936" danced 25 miles-by pedome
ter, during rehearsals for that musi
cal. She's in New York at the present
time wowing the high-hatters in a
stage show as well as Abe Lyman, the
orchestra leader. Anyway the story
goes Eleanor is wearing a diamond
ring that cost Abe the pretty sum
of $5000. Tlie world famous silent
screen actress of last week is none
other than Constance Talmadge and
her comedian friend is Charles But
te rworth.

IT'S O.K WITH ME.

IS IT TRUE, LAWSON, THAT A

Louie.

MOW 'BOOT

>

The

fto

— By L. Frank

IMAGINARY INTERVIEWS

By Gone Carr

KITTY KELLY

By Fred Nordley
Then,later, my lap and x were
EQUALLY SURPRISED fb FIND MY
Tobacco-pouch falling into it*
Followed BY my SLIPPERS*
THIS WAS Too MUCH,FRIENDS
» EVEN FOR MY
It
\ , KEEN BRAIN*

Whence this friendly little

WHEN X FINALLY
COLLECTED MY «
WITS * X DlSCOY- ERED THE CAUSE
OF ALL THIS J

CREATURE CAME • 1 KNOW NOT .
SUFFICE IT To SAY THAT THAT EVE
NING AS 1 READ Tb MARCIA - HE
CAREFULLY KEPT MY PIPE LIT*
AND INDEED WE DlD PRESENT A
jSBpn vaost charming picture
iBIm/Zo
K? « ah yes’

= A SMALL BIRD

FLYING SWIFT
LY Toward the
FIRE » AND NoW
BEARING A
' soup-kettle*

AS X ENTERED OUR INN *
MY COAT AND HAT SUDDENLY LEFT
MY PERSON AND SAILED THRU
THE AIR To THE CLOSET SEEMING
LY BY THEIR OWN PROPULSION •
X WAS NONPLUSSED !

___________ £>}____________

_________ -a*—<ss»

«

,

RUMPUS
GOSH'. IT’S
GETTIN’ so
IT AIN’T
SAFE T’BE
MO PLACE
NO MORE,
<
I'
/

—By Art Helfont
MEBBE
THEY'RE
Y
BEIN’
DISPOSSESSED
92

I BETTER GO UP
AN’ TELL 'EM TO
STOP T’ROWIN’ T'INGS
OUTA TH’ WINDA —
SOMEBODY MIGHT
GET KILT !
/

/

OH1 OH 1 _

BUT *■
/HONEY,
f
YOU
BOUNCED
A CHAIR
OFFA MY

.

I KNOWS '
BETTER’N TO
BUTT IN ON
DOMESTIC
.
FIGHTS 1

HOWEVER
TH’ PUBLIC
MUST BE
PERTECTEO

are: no birds in
/ears ntsf''
*

Dome ;
ODDITIES-LAND. SEA AND AIR

By C. Y. Renick

tyTTLESNAKE-

£££ Aras£ numerous
O£ POWWOUS SNAPES

ffjRl POISONOUS 5NAKts lN
YAHJK rlATLOlj SVPOCATI

•

'll

11

(

Z

^ATELESNAPE, COPPERHEAD,

NORTH WALDOBORO
M. W. Lenfest, after a few weeks
ln a Massachusetts Hospital where
he underwent a surgical operation,
returned home Friday. It Is believed
Mr. Lenfest will soon regain his usual
health. Sewell McCartney of Bel
mont, Mass., was a visitor Friday and
Saturday at the lenfest home.
Mrs. Frank French of Somerville
was a caller Saturday evening on
her daughter, Mrs. Charles Crummitt.
,
Ervin Keene and family of Win
throp will make their home in the
new house of Simon Turner during
a weeks hunting trip.
Robert
Pollard will later occupy it.

Contrary to general opinion college
athletes do not die young. A study
by a large life insurance company
shows that they live longer than the
Average man.

DON'T LAUGH*-

C0T^/%>Z//W AND COPAL

SUPERSTITI OUS BELIEFS
i '

— By Blumey
.... ..

N° snake^a|J,ngs with its

4T /HE REPINE GARDEN
You CAN GEf A FREE RATTLE-

.'Vy

SNAKE SAND- _
WICH.
* Z

*1he Snakes

x,k.

ARE KILLED

f «

A/K
7^

AND FRIED

right beFORE YOUR EYES
SOMEONE IN YOUR FAMILY WILL BE MARRIED
IF YOU OREAM OF A SILENT GHOST. SHOULD
THE GHOST SPEAK. SOMEONE WILL DIE.

AN ALBATROSS FOLLOWING A SHIP MAKES
FOR A SUCCESSFUL VOYAGE. IF YOU KILL
AN ALBATROSS DIRE MISFORTUNE WILL VISIT

THE SHIP AND ITS CREW.

VOODOO WORSHIPPERS BELIEVE THAT THEY CAN
WREAK VENGEANCE UPON AN ENEMY BY DRESSING
A CORPSE IN HIS CLOTHES AND LEAVING IT TO ROT.
THE ENEMY WILL WITHER AND DIE.

I
j

BEWARE OF THE FULL MOON. AS IT HAS
TENOtNCY TO CAUSE LUNACY.

A

'A*

-Thousands of people
HAVE RELISHED ThE DELICIOUS MEAT
OF THESE REPTILES- E3C/E/ES/3AO ON EHP
JD-Xt-iC
J'NAKES- CO»ro<tU»»«i<*«I.I.MK

Every-Other-Day
VINALHAVEN

rage Mve
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MARINE CORPS BORN

160 YEARS AGO

UNION

r

j

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

>n started on the new
Fred Chilles, Calvin Vlnal, Victor
Work has been
creamery near Seven Tree Orange
Shields and Walter Lyford are enjoy
ing an auto trip to Boston. New York
hall.
Without Calaaiel Htnd Yw’ll turn Out .f W is
and Washington. D. C.
.
J. C. Creighton has been confined
Ike Moinmi Rann’ It Ge
Robert Smith and Albert Osgood,
Tb* liver should pour out two pounds of
to his home with an eye ailment
liquid bile into your bowel* daily. If thia bile
are on a gunning trip ln Aroostook
Charles Burgess has bought the
la not flowing freely. your food doeen’t digeat.
It just decays in the bowel*. Gas bloats up
County.
large bam on the W. E. Haskell prop
your stomach. You yet constipated. Your
whole ay*tem la poisoned and you feel aoor.
Dr J. Avrack returned Thursday
erty. and has demolished it to rebuild
Bunk and tbe world look* punk.
from New York, where he was called
on the site of- the bam burned a few
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
bowel movement doesn't yet at the cause. It
by illness of his brother,
years ago at Burgess Corner
takes those good. old Carter's Little Liver
Pilla to yet these two pounds of bile flowing
Carl Williams of Weymouth, Mass ,
A successful and interesting Odd
freely and make you feel “up and up”. Harm
was guest Sunday of his parents Mr,
less. yentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
Fellows get-together was held
freely Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by
and Mrs. L. E. Williams.
cently at Bath
Nearly all 8tate
name Siubbomly refute anything else ttc.
These who enjoyed Sunday at Seegrand officers were present and after
All Cottage were Mr. and Mrs. E. O.
an early supper a fine program of
Carver. Mr. and Mrs O. C. Lane. Mrs.
speaking and songs was given. Those
L. R Smith and Mrs J T Dickinson.
attending from this town were A Ful
A chicken dinner was served
ler. R. B Fuller. R. H Oould. L I
Ladles of the O AR met Friday
Morton. F H Lenfest. H F Lenfcat.
night. Supper was served by Mrs
W A. Bessey and A. E. Ames
O.car C. Lane. Mrs Bert Smith. Mrs
Mr« Robert Morris and daughter
Oladys Young and Mrs Cora Peter
recently visited Mr. and Mrs Paul
Plumer of Augusta.
son.
Mrs Annie Richards who has been
Mr. and Mrs Robert McKinley at
visiting Mrs Frank Mullen, returned
tended the benefit card party given
recently at the Bok Home for Nurses
Saturday to Stonington.
Mrs Oia Carver Ames, who is de
in Rockland. They were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. WlUiam Elllngwood
partment senior vice president of the
Mr and Mrs Charles Morton are
Ladies of the O AR. returned Friday
occupying their apartment on North
from Belfast where she attended the
HANDS ACROSS THE TABLE
BEACON STREET
reception of Departmertt President
Main street. Rockland
One of thr many laugh provoking moments in Paramount's hilarious
Mr and Mrs Fred Philbrook of
Mrs Lulle Nlchola.:
BOSTOK
Topsfield. MA*s . are at their former "Hands Arrow, thr Table." featuring Carole Lombard and Fred MarMumy.
Mrs Charles Chilles who is on
Thr Him tells of a poor but ambitioua manlrurist and a penniless young
Traverse Jury and Mrs Addie Buck
home in South Union.
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
Mrs Edmund Harding delightfully socialite and their mutual bargain to marry for money.—adv.
lin on Orand Jury are attending No
beside the State House, ana
entertained friends and neighbors re
vember term of Court in Rockland
overlooking Boston Common
cently at a Halloween party which
Mrs Florence Larson was hostess
WALDOBORO
WEST ROCKPORT
and Public Gardens.
featured appropriate games and
Friday night to Depression Club.
John
H.
Lovell
has
returned
from
Mr.
and
Mrs
John
Lane
and
Mrs
First honors at bridge went to Elea
atunts.
The Bible class held an Interesting Rase Nash were recent guests of theiT Sanford. Mrs Lovell remained as
nor Gregory and second to Etta Mer
Before the Liberty Bril rang out (he tidings of American Independence, or Old Ironsides sailed the seas,
RESTAURANT
study period Thursday night with 15 parents. Mr. and Mrs Oustave Lane guest of Mr and Mrs Ralph Lovell.
ton.
thr first two battalions of Marines were authorized by the Continental Congress on November 10, 1775.
a la carte and table d'hote
The Butterflies met Saturday evepresent.
The Susannah Wesley Society met
Henry Lamson is confined to his
Above, the famous bell is shown. Hanked left and right by a marine of revolutionary days and a mod
Club Breakfast
Mrs Alfred Hawes attended the fall home by illness and a planned trip to Monday ln the Methodist vestry. A
ning with Mrs Susan Hopkins
ern soldier of the sew. Below: 17. S. Frigate Consti tulion lOld Ironsidesi, historic vessel on which the
.unch
conference of the Maine Federation Boston postponed until recovery
Mrs. Robert Arey was hostess Fri
covered
dish
supper
was
served,
each
marines fought in many stirring sea battles.
of Woman's Clubs held last week in
day night to the Pour A's.
I
' inner
member
inviting
one
guest.
Miss Avis Taylor of Olencove re
Proud of the antiquity of their navies, performed gallant service for and other names denoting their du- Augusta as delegate of the Woman's
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Creed enter
Kenneth Castner of Portland was a
cently
visited
Miss
Arlene
Keller
for
ties as soldiers of the sea.
Community Club. Mrs Robert Mc
tained the Buddies Sunday at the Corps, the U. S. Marines will reach the colonies.
visitor here Saturday. Mrs. Rogene
CAFETERIA
Outstanding
among
these
pioneer)
Kinley, Mrs John Creighton. Mrs. a few days.
Red Lion
Saga of Sea Soldiers
their 190th anniversary on November
Mrs.
Rappley
of
Walpole
arrived
j
C
“tncr who "U1 P™ the
ln
were
Massachusetts,
Rhode
Island
Wilbur
Abbott
and
Mrs
Josephine
Pleasant outside location fac
Mrs Molly Young is visiting friends 10.
There's a long, long trail awinding
_.
. .
j
,
j „
*bat city, returned with him.
'• *
and Connecticut Marines, who had
Bessey also attended the afternoon Thursday to spend a few days with 1
ing Bowdoin and Beacon
in Connecticut.
back
to
1775,
and
the
date
which
the
Before the Declaration of Indepen etched their names deeply in the
I In
"P°rt °r
w*sl Waldoboro
session and the tea held at the Blaine her daughter. Mrs Bert Andrews.
Streets. Modern and up-toMrs Abbie Carter returned Mon
~
. . ,.
_____ ,, school the correct classification of
dence was signed, and long before heroic annals of their states manv U. S. Marines observe as their birth
date.
A variety of foods
The Tuesday Clrtb held a farewell
Mansion
day to Rockland having been guest
day.
In
subsequent
years
they
have
.
.
. ...
Jack Mills was Orade 2.
Old Ironsides sailed the seas, the years before 1775.
moderately priced.
Mrs Lillian Alden and daughter, dinner party ...
Wednesday
for
Miss
May
of Capt and Mrs Almond Miller
taken part in all the big and little
corps was created in 1775 to aid the
Doris Hingham who has been
Mrs Caroline Williams, are in New Fogler at the home of Mrs Margaret,
Trouble with the Spanish in the
• • • •
wars of our country and have em
colonies
in
their
first
fight
for
free

EUROPEAN PLAN RATES
““»* Uvensaler two
Libby-McNichol
West Indies in 1740 led to the form barked on scores of successful ex York, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Andrews Miss Pogler left this n«t'rWUn<
dom Drum beats of the Revolution ation of a large body of men. known
for
Chicago
where
she
will
spend
the
returned
Friday
to
Winthrop
Mr and Mrs Ernest Macintosh re
Rooms without bath
The saga of the sea Alden.
found an answering echo in the es as Gooch's Marines, or continental peditions
Rev. and Mrs. Haulley of Ames, winter with her brother Raymond Fog-1 Mr' H c Newbegin is guest of
turned Thursday from Wollaston.
soldiers
parallels
that
of
the
Navy.
$2.00 up
Mass. where they were guests of her tablishment of a corps of Marines.
sea soldiers, who Joined forces with It is interwoven ln the Intricate Iowa, and Mr and Mrs. Arthur 8 Car le rand family. Mrs M A Pogler : relatives in Haverhill. Mass
Rooms with bath
Mrs Eudora Miller has returned
Carried Rattlesnake Insignia
brother Charles S Libby They also
the British under Admiral Vernon patchwork of events that comprise leton were recent visitors at the home will pass the coming months with her
of Mr and Mrs Fred Bessey
attended the wedding of their nephew.
$3.00 up
daughter. Mrs. Martha Clark ln from Friendship
The urgent necessity of placing in his West Indian campaign.
the story of our nation.
Mrs Bessie Kuhn was ln Boston for
Dr
and
Mrs
Milton
Stephenson
at

Oardner A. Llbbv and Hazel Waite armed men aboard our war vessels
Three of the New England colonies
Camden.
Time moves rapidly
The Tun
the weekend and attended the Harv
Special rain for
McNIchol
The Junior Christian Endeavor 80-1
led the Continental Congress, then contributed nice companies of ma Tavern disappeared, along with its tended the Past Matrons' and Patrons'
permanent occupancy
This item Is taken from the Wal oonvened at Philadelphia, to author rines to this expedition, five of them colonial surroundings. In the march Association Thursday night ln Cam eiety, formed early ln the summer, j ard-Brown game Saturday Her son.
Oeorge. Is one of the star players on
tham New-Tribune: "Rev Frank O. ize the formation of two battalions hailing from Massachusetts, and two of progress It was swept away to den.
has been doing well; Sunday evening
,
Potter of Cambridge. Mass officiated on tbe date observed by the sea each from Connecticut and Rhode make room for a modern warehouse,
Mrs H. H Plumer, Rev. and Mrs. T. a few guests were present. In order the Brown University team and has
1 received favorable mention by sports
Oct. 6. for the wedding ln a pbetty soldiers as their birthday.
Island. The ill-starred adventure re which now stands on the spot where C. Chapman- Mrs. Carrie Wentworth to raise money for carrying on work
newspaper writers and radio an
home ceremony, of Hazel <Walte> Mc
Shortly afterward Benjamin Frank sulted in heavy casualties and only a little band of seagoing patriots and Mrs. Clara Wallace attended a public supper will be given Thurs nouncers.
Nlchol whose marriage to Oardner lin saw a fife and drum corps about one man In ten returned.
the
conference
of
the
Woman's
Home
day at the church dining room
gathered some 160 years ago.
Members of the Waldoboro Wom
Allen Libby was solemnized at 4 parading through the streets of the
Sylvia Heald. Charles Heald and
Records of the Revolution are filled
They were the first U. S. Marines Missionary Society at Livermore
an's Club who attended the Fall Con
o'clock. The home of the bride's par Quaker City.
Their swallow-tail with the exploits of New England authorized by the resolution of Nov Falls.
Charlene Heald entertained school
ference of the Maine Federation of
ents. Capt. and Mrs Oeorge E. coats were green, faced with red. and Marines. In May 1775, the British ember 10. a group of rough and ready
William Bessey, Alvah Ames, Alex mates Thursday night at a Halloween
Women's Clubs In Augusta, were Mrs
Waite. 16 Wasrlngton avenue. Wal they wore green shirts, white woolen ship Falcon captured two American men. equipped with musket and cut ' Puller. Bliss Fuller. Roy Oould. Law
party.
A. L. Shorey. Mrs. C. B Stahl. Mrs
tham. Mass . was decorated effectively Jackets, light colored cloth breeches, sloops at Bedford. They were
Waldoboro
The Orange held a social Thursday W. H Crowell, Mrs J H Miller. Mrs
lass who were prepared to give their rence Morton. Frank Lenfest and
for the occasion, with white chrysan woolen stockings, and a round hat promptly recaptured by thirty armed first service to their country—a serv- Henry Lenfest were present recently
evening at the hall.
T. C Ashworth. Mrs W O Labe Mrs
TUESDAY, NOV. 5
themums and pine branch clusters, i with white binding.
Bedford citizens, who were fulfilling Ice that has been faithfully rendered at the reception of the grand officers
Local pupils were entertained Fri El lard Mank. Mrs. Edwin Miller. Mrs.
accented against the brilliance of au
But Franklin was mostly Impressed the duties of marines.
of
I.OOF.
in
Bath.
for eight score years.
day at school by their teacher. Miss John Burnheimcr. Mrs Virgil Morse,
“Here Comet Cookie”
tumn foliage and sprays of crimson with the device borne on their drums,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Post ot Edith Wall at a Halloween frolic. Re
Sea Soldiers of tlie New England
with
Mrs Bessie Kuhn. Mrs. W H. Hahn.
berries The single ring service was j which he described in a letter to a
Michigan, accompanied by nephews freshments were served.
GEORGE BURNS and
colonies were engaged in sea actions
Mrs.
Margaret
Magee
Mrs
A.
P
CUSHING
read and there were no atttendants. ] friend as a rattlesnake with this
j of Madison are visiting friends and
GRACIE ALLEN
all along the coast during the early j
Jackson. Miss Ella Sherman. Mrs
The bride wore a gown of blue trans motto underneath it. "Don't tread
relatives in town.
SOUTH
WARREN
months of 1775. and on several oc- |
Marion
Froellch.
Miss
Linda
Vannah
parent velvet with gardenia corsage | on me!”
Mrs. Fannie Freeman Is recuperat
THURSDAY, NOV. 7
Virginia pinkham is in Knox Hospi
casions they captured or destroyed
Mrs. Margaret Tiffany is guest oi and Mrs J T Gay They were ac
Members of the immediate families I An old hostelry on the Delaware
ing from her recent Illness and Is be tal where she underwent Thun day an
“Alice Adams”
enemy vessels.
companied by Rev. Mrs. M 8 Oibson
her daughter. Mrs. R. E. Cutting.
were present for the ceremony after waterfront, called Tun Tavern, was
ing assisted in her work by Miss Flora appendix operation.
of
North
Waldoboro
Featuring
When
Congress
authorized
Wash

Mr. and Mrs Frank Bean are re
which Capt and Mrs Waite, parents the rendezvous of these marines
Burton of Thomaston.
The High School senior class held a
KATHARINE HEPBURN
of the bride and Mr and Mrs Charles From there they left to board frigates ington to secure two armed vessels I
ceiving
congratulations
on
the
birth
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Taylor ol Halloween social and dance Thursday
YES. BI T WHAT KIND?
8. Llbbv parents of the groom assist of our new Navy for their first ex from Massachusetts in October, that ■ South Hope were recent visitors at
Oct. 30 of a daughter. Mrs. Christy
SATURDAY. NOV. 9
I night at tb« gymnasium.
ed In receiving at the informal re pedition to the West Indies. In year. In order to capture British brigs .
Maxey
of
Thomaston
is
caring
for
the
home
of
F.
I.
Geyer.
Miss
Bernice
Field
gave
a
Halloween
“Notorious Gentleman”
"I'm not quite certain about engag
ception. at which 75 relatives and March. 1776. they landed at New loaded with ammunition, he was also
! mother and child.
Mrs. Hattie Thomas of East Brook- party to a few friends Thursday eve
With
CHARLES BICKFORD,
directed to give orders for the "proper
ing
you,"
said
the
prospective
mistress
friends were present. A wedding col
Mrs. Willard Fales of Rockland was
Providence in the Bahamas, and encouragement of the marines and field. Mass., is guest of her sister-in- ning. Games and stunts occupied the
and HELEN VINSON
to the applicant for a situation. "You
lation was served by Jean McNichol,
.
a
recent
visitor
at
the
home
of
K
C.
without much opposition captured
time. Refreshments were served.
don't seem to me to have had enough
Alma Libby. Pauline Osler and Oladys two forts from the British and seamen” who served on the vessels. I law. Mrs. Lucia Goddard.
] Fales.
COMING ATTRACTIONS:
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames visited
Mrs S. F. Seavey of Pleasant Point
“Wing* Over Ethiopia." "The
Vlnal. The chef was Waldron Osier, secured a large supply of necessary This was the first time the ContiMrs. Mollie Johnson of Owl's Head experience."
relatives in Washington last week.
Eagle's Brood." "I Live For Love."
formerly of Vinalliaven and boyhood war materials before sailing for home. nental Congress mentioned "ma- has been at D. L. Maloney's home a
"Experience is it that's troublin'
' is spending a few days at A, R. Jor
“Top Hat," "Virginia Judge." "The
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hawes re
rines.”
few days, and with Mrs. Maloney
friend of the groom Returning from
you?
I
should
think
that
13
places
m
dan's before leaving for Portland to
Crusadm," and “Shipmates For
turned recently from Boston They
New England Pioneers
a wedding motor trip. Mr. and Mrs.
A sturdy patriot of New England j called on Mrs Nancy Bushnell at W.
less than six months, same as I've had.
ever."
pass the winter with her aunt.
enjoyed
a
trip
enroute
to
lPvmouth
Libby will make their home at 72 Fisk
While the official action on the Colonel John Glover, of Marblehead, I F. Flint’s and also at the home of B
132-133
would be experience enough!"
Oeorge
Lermond
found
himself
host
and the new twin bridges over Cape
street. Waltham. Both were educated part of Congress led the sea soldiers had much to do with getting these j S. Geyer.
last Tuesday evening when his chil
Cod Canal.
ln Maine schools and Mr. Libby is a ta observe Nov. 10 as their cruisers of Washington to sea. His
Mrs Edith stevens has employment
The Star Circle will serve a public dren met at his home to observe his
mechanical engineer.”
birthday, long before the time set by men were soldiers of seagoing habits | at the home of Mrs Emma Norton in
56th birthday anniversary. The sur
J
dinner
next Thursday.
Mr. Libby has many friends in this, the Corps as its natal day. New Eng- and were called “Glover's Maritime Friendship.
prise was complete and the self-in
Mrs.
Robert
McKinley
and
two
his home town, where he was bom land Marines, attached to the state Regiment," "Amphibious Regiment,”
Mrs. H. J. Marshall passed Thursday daughters recently visited with vited guests served candy, cake and
RATES'
and spent his boyhood days He at
In Thomaston with Dr. Ethel Crle j Mrs. McKinley's sister, Mrs. B T. ice cream.
J» Jt»
tended Vinalhaven High School and
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Mrs Olive Fales entertained B H.
I Weston, in Madison. They were ac
Starrett.
Qaubltbv-MMIf
was associated with Masonic fraterni
Chester Young of Unity is occupying companied toy Mrs. Wilbur Abbott Club last Tuesday night at a covered
«U SOOM) WITH BATS
ties. Moses Webster Lodge. Atlantic
500 Rooms
Geyer's camp while sawing pulpwood who visited Mrs. Harry Higgins ln dish supper.
ip*t«’ w»«kly ratal
Royal Arch Chapter and De Valois
Should the date of Oood Will
Waterville.
Commandery, Knights Templar.
Capt. and Mrs. F. L. Maloney have
Herbert Hawes and Walter Ayer Grange fair. Wednesday, prove stormy
RADIO
• • • •
returned from a visit with their son
5ERVID0R
returned
Thursday from Boston it will be held the first fair day fol
Fred Maloney and Mrs. Maloney in
Francis L. Wills
TUB -.SHOWER
where they attended the New Eng lowing. The sale starts at 1 p. m.
Boston.
Francis L. Wills, 71, a summer resi
Twenty-seven styles to choose from
land Milk Producers Association Dance ln the evening.
dent of this town for the past 20 years,
B S. Geyer is engaged in hauling
Oood Will Orange members ob
meeting at Hotel Bradford.
died Oct. 31. after an illness of sev
I pulpwood for H. M. Bradford o’
Here are the Season’s smartest Greetings. Quaintly
A baby clinic will be held Thurs served Halloween at a meeting Thurs
eral months. He is survived by his
Thorndike.
« NORTH STATION
old fashioned—gaily sophisticated—cleverly indi
day afternoon ln the Methodist day evening. Costumes were unique
wife, who always accompanied him
*A STEP •/rem j see TRAINROOM
Sheldon Kent of Rockland and Miss vestry.
and
the
identity
ot
two
woodsmen
re

vidual—printed with your Name and for less than
here for the summer months. Their
Sylvia Wotton of this place were re
mained a secret until the close of the
winters were spent tn Florida. Mr
you would pay for Cards without printing—
cently married at the home of the
meeting. Pop corn and apples were
SWAN’S ISLAND
Wills was bom in Boston, the son of
officiating clergyman, Rev. J. C. Mac
served. Visitors were present from
Rufus A. and Lucy (Lord) Wills.
Maurice Sprague has been spending Meenahga Orange.
Donald of Rockland. Several rela
After a prayer at the Fossett Un
tives and friends, including Mr. and a week in Rockland.
dertaking rooms by Rev. N. F. Atwood
POSTAGE
Mrs. Charles Harding of Bernard
Mrs. F. O. Olsen of this town, were
FLORIDA
pastor of Union Church, the body was
EAST UNION
10c EXTRA
present at the ceremony. Mrs. Kent recently made a week's visit at the
taken Monday to Haverhill, Mass.,
All One Style
is staying at the home of Mr. and home of her parents.
Mrs. Ora Merrifield and Mrs. Lottie
for interment, accompanied by Mrs.
Mrs. William Holmes is guest of Mrs. Wellman and daughter Helen were
Mrs. Olsen while Mr. Kent is engaged
Wills. A large circle of friends ex
in fishing with his father.
Granville Frock in Islesboro.
dinner guests Wednesday of Mrs. Maud
tend sympathy to the bereaved widow
Including Name on Cards and 50 Plain Envelopes
The Halloween social and dance Payson.
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-door porches,
to match
held last Tuesday night at Seaside
A large assembly at the Grange last
Passenger—I left a bottle of Scotch
APPLETON RIDGE
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
hall was well attended.
Tuesday night 'took part in Halloween
in the train this morning.
Popular folder style Greetings with'verse and Name
Mr.
and
Mrs.'Leland
Trask
have
ar

festivities which provided a delight
Conductor—Was It turned In to the
June to
Cecelia Whitney is in Camden, em
printed on the inside in the crafty Wood Block style
rived home from Rockland where Mr. ful evening.
October
Lost and Found Department?
Booklet
ployed at the home of Mrs. Ruby
Trask received medical treatment.
lettering.
Mrs. May Robbins passed Wednes
Passenger—No. but the fellow who
on
Drinkwater.
Hotel
Ronald Chandler and Hulda Smith day at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alex
found jt was.
Appliration
Ira Proctor and Elmer Sprague are
Order your PERSONAL CHRISTMAS
Maselynn
were married' Oct. 27 in Stonington by j Fuller.
VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND STB'T Co.
Stamford
guests of relatives in Massachusetts. Rev. J. Fitzpatrick. The bride is the
CARDS NOW!
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
Mrs. Anderson has returned to
Del. Co.
Corner Second Street
Stonington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
H. H. Mase
Rev. Louis Watson and family visit daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Aaphia , Crlehaven after several weeks visit
N. Y.
Island and Frenchboro
No
orders
taken
after
December
1
0
Manager
and First Avenue
ed recently in Madison at the home Smith and is a graduate ot Rockland with her daughter, Mrs. Fred Spear.
Effective Oct. 1, 1935
Winter Service 1935-1936
of his parents.
High School, class of 1934. Tne
Moderate Rates
Arlene Brown was a recent visitor
Call in and see these samples
Dally Except Sunday
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Mrs. Bertha Perry and daughter bridegroom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. at the home of her parents. Mr. and
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
Vie
do
not
send
samples
by
mail
Eastern Standard Time
were recent guests of Mrs. Ellen Car Roscoe Chandler. The young couple Mrs. H. L Orinnell.
Read Down
Read un
V A;..
_
Ils
A. M.
P. M
leton and family.
are now keeping house in the former
Miss MacKnight is arranging for a
5 30 Lv. Swan's Island,
Ar. 600
6 30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 4.40
Bert Thurston was at W. M. New- home of Mr. and Mrs. ReutJen Pray. concert to be given 'this month by the
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
bert's Wednesday for business pur Friends wish them many years of Bible school pupils, date to be an
8 15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
poses.
wedded happiness.
nounced.
130-tf
,,................ _
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HOTEL

BELLEVUE

BOSTON

STAR THEATRE

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

Personal

CHRISTMAS CARDS

50 CARDS

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
HOTEL

GRALYNN
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Charles Watts. Fred Watts and
Everett Watts are on a mink hunting
' trip.
j A btautlful. warm day was Sunday
and the sky cloudlet*. A large con
gregation attended church ln the
morning.
A resident here told hls listeners re
cently that while fishing and lobster ing at little Oreen Island years ago,

he trapped a lobster that weighed 33
pounds. Believe it or not, "Edgar"
has the proof.
local boys have been catching
smelts the oa t week at Ripley's Cove,
at the rear of the High School build
ing.
Forrest Pierson ls having new gut
ters placed cn his house and other
repairs made by Charles Coolbroth.

|

TENANT'S HARBOR
A barge is expected by the 8t.
Oeorge Oranttr Co.. ts load paving
and rough stone for New York.
Cap: Simuel Lowe has a weir full
of small herring.
Manfred Humphrey and Harry
Paterson attended the Masonic Coun
cil meeting Friday night ln Rockland

Lingers’ platform. This notice was
’
THOMASTON
given three weeks ago from the pulpit
but for fear the request did not reach
Funeral services for Alfred I Babb I
distant friends, it is here printed. were held from St. Janies Catholic
This gift would be greatly appre Church Saturday with lUv. Fr Morciated.
risey cffli-iating. There was a profuclon of beautiful floral tributes
SOUTH CHINA
The bearers were Oliver Hall. Fre.!
Ella- and James Welch cf the Bangor
Mrs
Herbert Esancy, daughter Commercial. Fred Hanley, Oeorge
Hazel
Fitzgerald and grandson. Oillchrest. James Derby and Ralph I
Carlton, were recent guests of Mrs. Crawford. John Conway was a mem-,
Eleanor Payson and Mrs Ellen Lud ber of the Commercial delegation in j
wig at Hope Enroute they also called attendance.
«
on* Mrs. Esther Moody of AppleMr. and Mrs. J. Donald Babb, ac- '
ton. Mrs. Grace Johnson, North
Appleton and Mrs Ruth Morse at ccxpar.ied by Mrs. Clara Babb and
nurse Miss F.len Swain left today for
North Hope.
Mrs. E. H. Davis of East Union PitU'Jurg. Pa

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
1

2

5

M

5

I

7

16

6

l4

lb

17

i9

il

ft"

In Everybody’s Column*
Advertisement* In mix column not to
exceed three llnea Inserted onot for 35
r.-nts. three times for SO cents Addi
tional line, live cents each for one time,
1# rente for three times 81s words
j make a line

♦ LOST AND FOUND !

Y
io
it
KITTm lo*t Tuesday night In
Ml?hty hunters are roaming the
I Thomaston, Yellow body, white face and
ib
H
1 ur
white feet. Reward ISAAC N YOUNG.
weeds these days tn search of the
Wadsworth St Thomaston.
131*133
elusive deer, Several partridge have
to 1 5i~
b
5!^ 55 3m 55
been bagged.
New books added to the Elinor
56 1 59
57
■monar
Jackscn Memorial library Include:
"Ncrth to the Orient" bv Anne
1
di
Lindbergh: "A Certain Crossroad.”
MAN With car Route experience pre
49
Hi
4b
47 •
m6
ferred imt nece-xary. Rawlelgh Dept
Emelie Loring; "Hide in the Dark.”
recently spent a few days with her
MFK-73-M Albany. N Y________ 133‘135
Miss
Mary
Boardman
who
came
to
Francos Noyes Bart; a volume on
brother. Herbert Esancy and family attend the funeral of her brother-tnPOSITION by young woman wanted ae
5*
5i
55
farm mechanics, and Juveniles. "Ben
waltre-x. store clrrk or hoc. e maid. Oood
Pomona Grange met recently for . jaw Alfred I Babb, returned Monday
Reference*
ORACE
McCORMACK.
of Old Monhegan" and "Sunny Boy
, Tenant. Harbor, fel 8002-tl
131*133
54
bb
1
35
a large attended and pleasant ses- t0 Boston.
at the Seashore." Mr and Mr# John
ss?
MAN or woman wanted to supply
sion. Mr. Boyle was the speaker
cr
customers with famous Watkins ProMathews of Belmont. Mass., and this
bi
b5
57
t‘
Earl Woodcock Is on a week's vaca
duct. In R, - kland and fiearbv Rural
The next 'meeting will be Nov. 19 at
place, gave th- library an electric
locality
No
Invrxtmrnt
Bu.tnex.
tion
and
will
visit
in
Augusta.
Port

East Vassalboro.
eatabll.hed. earning, average $23 weekly,
feT
clock In honor of Mrs Indor Mathews.
bt
land
and
Boston.
pay
starts
Immediately.
Write
J R.
Herbert
Esancy
and
Ralph
I
WATKirs Co
231-4.1 John-on Ave.
Mr Ma'hews' mother. Mrs. Nannie
[ Newark. New Jeraey_______________ 133’lt
Esancy’s families were In the large
TO
Mrs
Fannie
Brown
lias
as
guest
ber
t
4
71
Wheeler was the donor of a silk flag
POSITION aa chef or order cook wantand .appreciative audience at the daughter. Miss Jennie Brown of Rcck' ed Bc-t of references. HORACE PbRRY,
In remembrance of her brother Frank
74
73
*5
talkle-plcture
party
at
Liberty,
given
!
land.
Orace
St . <
’tf
•
1
B Watts. The Library A*soc‘.ation is ,
by Waller D. Ludwlck to the patron#
grateful to anyone who sends books
The annual roll call of the Baptist
St***«***.*.***»M
of his mail route In iBurkettvtlle ana
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
or aids the cause ln any respect.
Church will be held Thursday eveLiberty. The film was "Home on the
|21-Remark
56- Twirl
1-Carry
A large number of 4-H Club mem
' ning.
57- Weak
23-A measure of length
(-Extra
Range" preceded by "Jingle Antics."
bers motored Saturday to Bocthbay.
C2-Exchanged
125-Combining form.
10-Youtha
Miss Marcia Hlsler. teacher at this I George York and sons of Qu.ncy.
Orville Kalllo and Fred Seavey took
14-Scsttiah language
66- Surface
Skin
PfhKER Oun DHE grade, alto
27- Part of the arm
67-Carpenter's tool
1&-Removes the tkin
Wlnehr-ter 30-04; M.irble Oame Oettrr.
two bus loads and ln addition several I community and graduate of Erskine Mass., have been in tewn for a few
28- Cne who despise*
AU A-l condition. H. W HALL. 76 Park
49-Scarce
16- Publlah
and
Farmington,
was
recently
mar,
days.
private cars made the trip.
St______________________________ 129*137
29- tilly
70- An aromatic herb
17- Journey
Mrs. Charles Sargent visited Mrs
The Bap'.L-t Church is in need cf ried to Robert Reed. Jr., of the school
FOR SALE at half coat. 7 in . lathe;
71- One who catches
30- Sudden fall In value
18- ln a tilted manner
h p D C motor telescope; vest
George Murphy and Nancy Carroll in ''I'll Love You Always."—adv.
32- Aged
16-Prong
celt
six cane-seat chairs to be used on the board, who Is also a graduate , Elston Luce Sunday enroute to her
pocket K dak: leather suit caae PRANK
72- Baby'a bed
33- City in France
20-Agree
I of Erskine and a two-year student jf ! home In 8ullivan.
I W OOULD Camden
133*135
34- Musical study
73- Placet
22-One wbo dooms
the U. of M. A week later her sister,
,,
.. .. _
.. . .
AUCTION Appleton hou»ehold good,
Mr and Mrs I. M Fought who have
24-Making a great
35- A French painter
74- Sedlment
from Bo-ton >tor»ge Nov. 9th C H
Miss Eleanor Hlsler. teacher at the i .
.
. .. , .
..
75- A fowl (pi.)
Plummer. Auctioneer. T J. WILLIAMS ■
J8-A3ltstrs
notao
been guests of their daughter. Mrs
Appleton. Maine__________________ 133*134
village primary school, and Erskine _.
, _ „
41-Cut off
26- Prefix.
Thriee
VERTICAL
K
J
Edward T. Dornan. have returned to
BOYS Otercoxt i new i «lze 14 jr,..
43-Ornamental staffs
27- Sounda of wind ruth
NOVEMBER 4.9
and Farmington graduate, was mar- ...
. .
_
color *r»y 120 l lMEROCK ST City
, _
i Mechanicsburg Pa
1- Creek letter
46-Grade
ing by an object
__________________________________ 132‘tf
ried to Robert Roach of Palermo.
2- Maket a mistake
48-A Turkish official
31-Slanted
South China Orange conferred tne
Th? M*thod‘st »**«>• meetsThursDRY rttteO Junk or Cord Wood. »l.o
3- Suffix uaed in
Si-Oozed
36- Moved rapidly
srern cord wood. Reasonable prices dcday
in
connection
wtth
the
annual
!
pathology
53-Graft by approach
37- Engliah title (pi.)
tirsl and second degree Wednesday
llvired. WIIDER MOORE Warren Tel.
39- Excite *
4- Repulaea
SS-Doorkeeper of a
| 4-12._________ __ _________________ 133*135
evening on a large class of candi- roll call. Housekeepers will be Mrs.
5- lnstruments to hold
40- ltaly (abbr.)
secret society
OOOD range S10 Kltieo C with tank,
dates. The Benton degree team wUl Hatlle Creighton. Miss Emma Stacklike ncwt35 Parlor Stovi - C E OROTdown
the
tongue
S7-Rcitraina
42-Blackent with toot
TON
13S Camden St Tel 1214-M
complete the work Nov. 6 as guests of P°le’ Mr- Dorothy Hastings and Mrs.
6Small
lump
of
butter
58-Large
lake
44- Dope
_________________________________ 132*134
7- Dry
Mabel Achorn.
59- A coin
45- A title (Sp )
| this Orange.
OOOD dry hard fitted wood 6850
8- To rent again
60- Rodenta
47-Hooded cape worn
cord Mixed wood Ss long wood $7.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morse and . Mr and Mfs. Karl Stetson are
61- Story
9- The natural fat*
by monks
FRANK ERICKSON Box 70 R F D 1.
daughter Joan of North Hope wen' spending a few days in Portland
10- Allowe
63-Venture
j Thomaston______________________ 131*133
49- Girl’a name
11- Ent rance
50- Rock-boring tool
C4-lreland
tiREEN hardwood for aale, $6 SO per
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Miss Edith Harris who has been In
€5-Young society girls
12- Eat
' cord delivered In Camden. Rockland
52-Conditiona made
Esancy.
*
Glenmere with her father for two
I end Thomaston L O CALLAHAN 9
13- Sterling (abbr.)
63-Negative (abbr.)
S4-Make lace
i Luce street. Tel 1169-W_________ n3*J35 •
Oeorge Roberts was a recent busi- weeks, has resumed her position
SMAtJ, farm 20 acres land, tor xale 1
(Solution to previous puzzle)
ness visitor in South Hope.
with Miss M J. Watts.
In Nobletmro on road to Jefferson Price
| reasonable
Apply FRANK GILES, at
NORTH HAVEN
Russell Morrison and Harvey Hall ( Edward Brown, correspondent of
Oay'a Corner. Waldoboro at 10 a. m.
JlIoIsIs
sic aInI
are on a gunning trip tn the big The Courier-Gazette, is at the
Saturday
131*133
R)TiW
Miss Etta Beverage who has . been
Emm
1 AlTlClNl
-— 4---------LkXJllT S CREEX no-aiate anthracite.
woods.
1 Lucette for some weeks. News items
Pocahontas lumpy soft coal: fitted hard
■wlc T
Benjamin Dodge of Lynn. Mass. j may be sent to the Lucette or tele- employed at the Lodge and Inn the
and soft wood J. B PAULSEN Tel.
M A N
■
oil
past
six
months,
completed
her
duties
Thoma-ton
84-2_
12O*l?5tf
has been visiting Fred at the Plalsted phone 11-2: call Mrs Luce
5|A
I
l
|
t
1
s
STUDEBAKER touring tor xale. gSO;
jc eTi
home.
Miss Elizabeth Monaghan of Clark for the season Sunday and is now at
ui aIsis
Dodge truck, cement mixer. 540 incuba
A
tor. Magic Brooder.' large oat xprouter.
Sherman Avery and friends of Island was weekend guest of her her home.
poultry equipment. MRS JOHN PERIE.
|r
a
Connecticut have been in town for a ' sister. Mrs. James Felt,
Mrs Lucy Poole was a recent RockSouth Cushing
1S2*137
. E n|
LARGE wood lot and two large
few days hunting.
PURE
Woodrow Verge has been recalled land vlai,<>r
, R
tunWxcr lota for xale FRED A. STARRecent guests and callers at to hls diftles at the Pacific Mills ln
RETT Warren. Me Tel 14-12
129*134
The annual Boys' Conference under
T.EZl
* ALL kind, dm wood, fitted 69: Lumber
Herbert Esancy's Inslude Mr. and Lawrence. Mass., following a visit auspices of the State YMCA, will
CREAM TARTAR
★
g|e|e|s|e|
It 6 to 630 per M T J CARROLL Tel.
Mrs. Waller Esancy and three here. He will be accompanied on the be held Nov. 22-24 in Bangor. Anyone
Hot, Buttered, Cream o Tartar Eiscuib—
263-21 Rockland
132-tf
1 cl
BISCUITS
children and Mrs. Esancy's sister, return trip by Albert Rlsteen and desiring to assist some boy on ex
V A
Home Made—a treat for Jaded Appetite*.
WHOLESOME
Mrs Nutting, Augusta; W. F Davis. , Charles Perry who will also be cm- penses may tender a contribution to
Easy to make — and always successful when
SIFT TOGETHER
East Union; Walter Ludwick and ployed at the Pacific Mills.
★
Mr Huse. It Is hoped to send four
Three Crow Cream Tartar and Soda is used.
2 Cups Flour
Henry Ripley. Liberty; Mr. and Mrs
2 Ttpi Crow Cream Tar ar
A rehearsal of the degree staff of boys and a leader, each of whom must
Fred Poulliot. Jr.. Winslow; Mrs
1 Ttpi Crow Soda
Mayflower Temple will be held pay a registration fee ol *2
"GAY NINETIES"
THREE CROW
3 room furnl tied apartment to let at
Hazel Fitzgerald and children; Mr
I Ttpi Sail — and cut in
Wednesday at 6:33 and annual In
The Halloween party arranged by
47 Pleasant St . also 6 room house
and Mrs. Ardelle Bumps and daugh
II j Ibipt Shortening, until
LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Ltmeroek St
spection
wUl
take
place
at
Pythian
the Sisterhood Thursday night at K.
PRICE
_________________________________ 122*134
contiitency ol Com
ter; Mr and Mrs, Frank Morse and
hall the following night. District P. hall brought out a goodly number,
Meal
ONE flat to let Also two atore. on
daughter. North Hope; Ross Cunn
Main St C M Bl.AKE Wall Paper Store.
Deputy Orand Chief Gertrude all of whom had a merry time
662 Main St TeL 1061. Rockland
ADD
ingham. George Leigher and Donald Doane of Brewer will be the inspect- I
_________________________________ 132-134
Although late in the season, warm
Rhodes of South Liberty.
’4Z POUND
stto1cup Milk, until dough
FIVE furnished room., to let. Court
„ __ . _
lng officer On the supper commit- weather has been prevalent and many
il ol a dropping conHerbert Esancy. daughter Hazel t
St
MRS h L BROWN 55 Summer
111
be
Mrs.
Leila
W
Smalley.
I
flowers
continue
ln
bloom.
Thc
PACKAGE
St
_Tel_613-R_________
133-135
titlancy
Fitzgerald and grandson Carlton
ATTRACTIVE
modern
first
floor
Mrs
Addle
Jones.
Mrs
Ora
Woodchurch
at
lu
services
last
Sunday
had
Drop by labletpoonlul on
1 LB
recently
visited Mrs
Gertrude
apartment to let corner of Union and
a grtated thee! and bake
cock and Mrs Kathleen Studley.
„ jjne (jjgpiay c; blcsscms.
Grove
Sta
.
Newly
decorated
S22
month.
i Esancy i Ring in Gray.
in vary hoi oven (500°)
PK3
MRS ROSE 100 Union St Tel. IO49-J
12 to 15 minutes
__ 132*134-tf
Mrs. Alice Arey was a visitor Sunday
MRS.
Bapt-t Ptogram of th? 70s
OFFICE for rent, heated. VESPER A.
afternoon in Vinalhaven.
UNION
LEACH. 366 Main £t.
126-tf
HOME-MAKER
Frem a dav long past has been
Assisting in the service Sunday
OOOD hou«e of 6 room, end hath to
Its the best place to find
let. 2 car tiaraue R U COLLINS. 375
Russell Berkwith and Berry Gould carefully preserved a prejram of the night were Lucy Ames. Norma How
unusual bargains , . . and
The extremely low price on these two well known items is oiTered tor this week only. We suggest that
Main St . Tel 77_______ _________ 132-tf
have returned from a week's hunting Baptist Society bearing the date ard. Roger Raymond. Forrest Bever
the beat place to dispose
)ou avail yourself ol this opportunity and buy a liberal supply during this sale
IIVE room furnished apartment to
let. good location, price reasonable R.
of unwanted things.
trip in Canaan. They brcejght home March 15. 1878. Students of church age. Clarence Waterman and Alton
U
COLUNS, 375 Main St.. TeL 77
hl-tory will find this reprinting of In Calderwood. Foster Morrison led thc
a deer.
132-tf
NORMAN R
TWO apartments of 4 and 5 rooms
singing. Miriam Olllls and Elsie Gil
Mrs. Addie Russell of Cooper s Mills terest:
with hath, heater, garage and garden
Overture. "Alice" by Miss Ada F. lis sang two duet selections. Mrs. ■
SPECIAL
visited friends in town recently.
lnqulr- 12 Knox St Tel 156-W.
127-tf
5 LB
SALE PRICE
Bird;
rengs.
"If
on
the
Meads.
Charles
Mellie
Otllis
at
the
piano.
Virginia
All rurpott
POUR furnished room, to let wtth
Mr. and Mrs. Donald McEdwards
BAG
bath MRS W S KENNI3TON 176 Main
have returned from a trip to Canada. P. Vesocr; "Sweet Fac? that Haunts Beverage played for thc congregaLegal Notices
8t Tel 874-W
125Jtf
CONFECTIONER'S
Me
in
Dreams,
Mrs
H
M
Overlook;
tlonal
singing.
The
Japanese
religious
Miles Jones. Arthur Farris. Colby
api
P.
STUDLEY. 2C3 Main St TeL 1154.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
Messer and Vivian Hills are on a Ave Maria. Miss Libbie M. Clark; leader, Tovohiko Kagawa. was the
124-tf
UNITED STATES FOR THE
eernet rolo. Sidney Metcalf; "Who's I sifbject of the evening's study. One *
hunting trip in Greenville.
HOUSE of alx room, for rent recently
DISTRICT of MAINE
renovated, furnl-hed or unfurnished, at
a.
My
Window.
Miss
Ada
F
Blackmonth
hence
the
young
people
will
IN BANKRUPTCY
Ralph Farris of Augusta recently
NATION-WIDE
Spruce
Head Plenty of firewood for the
To thc Creditor, of Hill M Diuie nt
ington; "Song of the Sea Shell." Miss I tep about Att)crt sweltger.
Rockland ln thc County of Knot and cutting Rent reasonable TEL ROCK
visited relatives in town.
LAND
7P3-W
after 4 p m.
123*tf
Ada F Bird; quartet. "Speed Away," | Men an;1 older
mect WednPf. State of Maine
Individually Wrapped
One Ounce Squares
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lermond
.,,^“7
hfreb>'.
It’"1 °" iV”
HOUSE with gxVage ot. Hill atreet.
Balm O’ Gilead Club.
day at the parsonage at 7.30 to take 1 »7thr^,y °f
1?a5\,.th? 1**1 HJ,* near Broadway Also one half house
spent the weekend with relatives in
Part two: Guitar and banjo. "Maud steps toward organizing a mens class 1 M D,n? *»• duly adjudicated Bank- corner of Grove and Union St, Apply
Owl's Head.
nipt and that the ftrxt meeting of hl* at 2;M BROADWAY. Tel 104-M
132-tf
creditors will be held nt the Court ——-------------------------- ---------------- *--------Schotthche." C. W. Stlmpson. Jr.; Every man and older boy ls invited.
i
Get your
At the three tables of bridge at the
House In Roekland. Maine, on the
FIVE room apartment with garage to
duet. "Voices of Night." Miss Ada F
fourteenth dav of November. A D 1935 let- ALICE FULLER 25 Linden St.
76V1 DIONNE QUINTUPLET
Legion party Saturday night, highest
at nine o'clock In thc fore noon, at I
132-tf
Blacklngton, Miss Ada F Bird: songs.
which time the xald credltora may at-| for sale Farmer x Favorite 16-7,
score went to Mrs. H. L. Robbins.
Two Successful Plays
" BIRTHDAY BOWL R-jjssaa
‘March Onward." Dr T. E. Tibbetts;
tend prove thetr rtaUHv appoint, a Dairy Feed *173 bag. 8tover'.s Pride 20 ;.
Mrs. F. E Burkett entertanied the
The local Grange staged a success trustee, examine the Bankrupt, and | Dalry FePd „ 93 baK Stovfr s Eg(( Masi,
and 10c to The Quaker Oats Co., Dcpi. L, Chicaao.
“Waiting by the Brookside,” Miss
transact such hualness ax may properly j and Growing Feed $190 bag M F L Egg
Grandmothers' Club at bridge Thurs
] M»-h wtth Nopeo XX Cod Liver Oil
Ada F Blacklngton; quartet. "Home ful entertainment Friday night at come before said meeting
Bankrupt a petition was filed August ,2 00 bag Scratch Feed *2 00 bag Stoday afternoon. Decorations were in
LARGE
by the River." Mrs. C. Sumner. Miss Library hail in the presentation of 2 1935
W.t..,
s.nk...
I ver'" p!* and Ho« Feed 62 05 Beacon.
PKG
keeping with the Halloween season. Cassie Vinal. C. P. Vesper, Willis two PlaVs- In "Deal Uncle Zed." who
Walter M Sanborn
pPncts 10r |b
lb, 25c Rolled Oats’
,
,o,?
efere
*
Bankr
fiR
t
^T
! 5 ll» 25c Ota" Meal 5 lbs 19c 10 lbs.
Prizes were won by Mrs H. L. Rob Mathews; "Queen of the Night," Miss reall>’ wasn't deaf at all, the parts
November 1, 1935_______________ 133-lt , 33r Favorite Coffee 18c lb Formosa
STATE OF MAINE
' Oolong Tea 25c lb Clabber Olrl Baking
bins and Mrs. Henry Ames. Other Libby M. Clark.
were taken in this order
SOFTASILK
Powder 10c can _5 lb can
70c ----------Cream
Treaaurcr'a Office___
---- —
a
guests were Mrs. Edward Matthews,
Augusta.
Me.
Oct
30.
1935
Tartar ibulki 35c Ib 5 lb- 61 75 Superba
Mrs. Louise Fairweather. a widow,
• • • «
Pursuant
to
Chap
13
Sec
42
of
the
Rice
10c
pkg
Table
Salt
5c
pkg.
Pine
Mrs Carrie Mank. Mrs. Emma Jones.
Julia Beverage; Jack, her son. Milton Revised Statutes. I shall sell and con- Cone Tomatoes small can 10c large cans
Se marjian-Verge
J
tfnqlish Stqlr Cookie Sanin
Mrs. Bernice Payson and Mrs. Ada
vey
by
deed
to
the
highest
bidder,
at
15c
Macaroni
or
Spaghetti
3
pkgs
20c
The marriage of Arshak Semarjian Beverage; Tim. her son. Leslie Ladd; the Bureau of Taxation at the State 10 Ib. box 89c 20 lb box $149. compound
ORANGE, LEMON. CITRON, MIXED FRUITS
Lucas.
House. Augusta, on
the 21xt day of | Lard 4 lbs. 59c Salt Pork 2lc lb. JaySophronia
Jenette
Amerette.
her
of Boston, son of Mr. and Mrs. j
J .
I November Inst , at
ill o'clock A M . I Tea Tomato Soup 2cans 25c. Sour AVPKGSL
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Fuller were
aaugrt.e,, Mercedes Calderwood; Lucy. aii the Interest of the State tn the ; Sweet Pickle. 25c Jar Corn Poppers 25c
Charles Semarjian
of
,
„ that city, to | a
, AIir m„,». tin-i- 7-j.Vi.i, tract, of land hereinafter described each Casco Faint all colors 6179 gal.
business callers Friday in Augusta.
Miss Ethelyn L. Verge, daughter of!
. Alice mutt, unue zedekiah lylng ln unln<.orporated township., -aid Hog pitch isc lb 2 lbs. 25c Tinned
9 **
NAIION-Y. IDE—GELATINE
Mrs. Alice Smith entertained a
tiacta having been forfeited to the Milk Palls 89c each Lastlle Roofing
Capt. Enos H. Verge of this town, Fairweather, brother-in-law. Forrest State
for non-payment of State. County. $2.50 roll. Axe Handle. 25c and 39c.
ibl8<
CAFtnATion
group of young people at a Halloween
Beverage; Don Pedro. Jenette's beau. and Forextry District taxes, certified to 8hovclx 75c each STOVER 1 EED MFG.
DELICIOUS COOKIES TOPPED W/TH
was
sclemnized
Nov.
2.
with
Rev.
MAPSH MALLOW JELL'’' A^Q COCOAML/T
the
Treasurer
of State for thc year CO Rockland. Maine Phone 1200
party at her home Wednesday eve
133-135
H. F. Leach officiating. The slngl; Lawrence Grant.
1933 The sale and conveyance of each
ning.
In “Elizabeth's Young Man” who tract will be made subject to a right
ring service was used.
In
the
owner
or
part
owner
whose
Mr. and Mrs Chester McFarland
The bride was charmingly attired was not insane, but the head doctor of rights have .been forfeited to redeem
the same at any time within one year
have moved to Augusta.
54 LB
in blue crepe with a corsage of the asylum, the roles were these:
after the rale by paying or tendering
Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Thurston have
to
IM the
V61C puiumasci
purchaser U19
hls pvivtuit
portion v»a
of what
n**aa b ;
TINS
Miss
Abigail
Orr,
Myrtle
"Greenlaw;
-oses. Attending the couple were
the purchaser paid therefor at the aale •,
’
arrived in California.
Mrs.
Lanning;
Bla:..he
Crockett;
wtth
Interest
at
the
rate
of
twenty
per ”
Richard Brown of Boston and Helen
cent
per
annum,
from
the
time
of
the
|
PERSONAL
quit
tobacco
easily,
In

Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Gonia
of
4 OZ
Wirta of Fitchburg. Mass. After the Elizabeth Orr. Miss Abigail's niece, sale. and one dollar for release, or such expensively without drugs. Send adCAN
Quincy. Mass., accompanied by Mrs ceremony a reception was held at Alice Woodman; Join Martin, Eliza owner may redeem his Interest by pay dress. B S STOKES. Mohawk. Florida
ing as aforesaid to the Treasurer of
lJJ’lt
Inez Creighton of Malden. Mass., the home of the bride.
State, as provided ln Chap 13. Sec. 44.
beth's young man. LL, d/Crcckett.
NOTICE Or and after this date I
of
the Revised Statutes
visited relatives in tewn Saturday.
Between
the
plays
special
features
|
OI
No
ne
tiact.
1,
howev
____ _________ will be sold at a, will pay no bills except those which I
Out of town guests were Mrs.
runic and Prlce lp" than the (Tull amount due contract pc: -finally
EDWIN J
PU1 LB
Mrs. Zena Nelson entertained at Gladys Allen. Thomas Rowe. Mr. anu were introduced. Flsie
ElSie Gillis and Vhereon ,or such unp“ld 8tate, county. 1 TANSU. Nov. 5.
133*135
CARTONS
bridge Saturday evening. High score Mrs. Eben Kenney of Rockland; Miriam Gillis sang two selections with and Forestry District taxes. Interest and ' KEYS! KEYS! KEYS I Keys made to
ns described ln the following order Keys made to fit all kicks when
was held by H. iL. Robbins. Guests Alvie Geary and Walter Geary of ukelele accompanied by the latter. costs,
schedule:
original keys are lost. House, Office or
TALL
KNOX COUNTY
I from Warren included Mr and Mrs Vinalhaven.
Car. Code book, provide keys for all
The many wedding Barbara Stone and Virginia Beverage
RAGGED ISLAND (formerly Criehaven
CANS
A T. Norwood and Mr. and Mrs. O gifts received reveal the popularity | contributed a piano duet. Two violin Plantation), part of betng lot 17 of the Knives xharpened.b°Promot^ervUw Re"*^
. .
•
,
.
settlers' lots In Tract A according to a xonnbfe di ice. crif Iiardwarf cn
( B. Aibby.
132 tf
and esteem entertained for Mr. and Oles and two piano selections were ! plan of said lots made by R O. Stubbs Main St Rockland Tel 791
6 OZ
n’aved bv Burrtl, Brown and Mr. In 1926 “nd r«°rdpd In Knox County1 —' KOCKlan‘I■ Tel 791
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H
H.
Stickney
of
BelMrs.
Semarjian
who
embark
on
their
BARS
p.a>ed by Burdis Broun, and Mrs Regl5try of Deeds excepting from .aid
YARNS for runs and hand knitting.
, mont. Mass., attended the football married life amid the good wishes of Carl Bunker gave two brief humorous ’ description a lot containing one acre Samples and knitting directions free H.
126-137
j said to be owned by the Criehaven Com- A Bartlett. Harmony. Maine.
game Saturday at Waterville. They hosts of friends.
monologues.
1 munity Club. Said lot with the excep
LADIES Reliable hstr Rood, at Rock
tion
noted
and
with
the
buildings
there
Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
spent the remainder of the weekend
Th? newly married couple leave
The candy table was In charge of on ts reputed to be owned by Mrs. land
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
! as guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Mc- Saturday for Boston where they will Mrs. Kenneth Mills. Lloyd Crockett, Samuel Tupper and contains one acre.
more or less ......
(1)1
j Kinle?.
enter upon housekeeping at 59 Whit on behalf of the Grange, expresses Portion Unpaid
Amount Due
518 / 1007
$10.57
Mr. and Mis. Herbert Hawes and tier street. Mr. Semarjian is em thanks for the general support ex
GEORGE S. FOSTER
Treasurer of State
family motored Sunday to Corlnna.
ployed by the United Drug Go.
tended.

AT THE PARK WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

WANTED

FOR SALE

for better bakinq results

THREECROW

D' ■ '

Cream Tartar and Soda

■■

What a Treat!

TO LET

Back to

SODA

Cream Tartar

The Courier-Gazette

FLOUR

SUGAR

.

2«ot17e

CURRANTS

15c

QUAKER OATS .

_

CAKE FLOUR

Sunshine
HYDROS

CANDIED PEELS 2,19c
DESSERTS

.

4r.es 19c

BAKER'S COCOA

.

.

?*?*•*•.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ?
MISCELLANEOUS !

2

INSTANT POSTUM "E&*

WHITE HOUSE COFFEE .

FRIEND'S BEANS

IVORY SOAP

.

....

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS

133-T-139

132

Miss Freda Searles gave a Hal
loween party for 30 young friends at |
the garage at 40 North Main atreet.
which
was ( transformed
by;
means of varied and colorful deco
rations ln keeping with the season
Thelma Burns won .prizes for the
best costume and for pinning the tall
Mrs Richard Maxey of Portland Is ( on the black cat. Joan Spiller. Jane
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Abbott and Buster Bums for bobbing
Rose for the week.
] apples, and George Staples for walk------! lng on the carpet. After refreshments
Mr and Mrs Kennedy Crane arc I Were served, the telling of ghost
stories rounded out a Jolly Evening.
in Boston for a few days.

®SOC’ ETY
la addition to personal notes regard
ing departuics and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires information ol
social happenings parties, musicals, etc j
Notes sent by mall or telephone wlU be
gladly received
TELEPHONR________________ T7g or 7»t

Page Seven
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Every-O I her-Day

Mr. and Mrs. W T. Hocking at
Tenant's Harbor had as weekend
Francis McLaughlin of tlie Metguests their son Thurley. grand- ropoUtan insurance Co., now ln Bath
daughter Martha of Melrose High-1 WM ln the clty over the weekend.
lands. Mass., and daughter Beulah of,
_____
Worcester. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman L. Wolf
i Harriet Burgess) of Cocoa. Fla. arA HaLowecn party, was given by i rivc(j j*riday and are with Mrs. Wolf's
Louise, Hazel and Mary Pay.on at father
Edward
OB
Burgess,
their home In Owl's Head. The Thomaston.
guests were Norma Monroe. Elsie
Rackliff Bevcrllc Jackson. Mary E
There will be all-day relief sewing
Ulmer. Frances Dow. Mildred Pay- at the Congregational vestry Wed
son, Lucy Cassidy, Eleanor Payson. nesday. With Mrs. C. M Kalloch and
Ruth Cassidy. Dorothy Philbrook. Mrs. G. A. Lawrence In charge of
Lawrence Philbrook. Richard Ames. luncheon.
Archie Robbins. Bab Robbins. Parker
Jackson. Ralph Everett. Francis
Mr and Mrs. Rollo Oardiner are
Emery. Vesper Haskell. Dick Mon on a hunting trip tn the vicinity ot
roe, and Oorden Simmons. Hal Cherryfleld, having left yesterday.
loween games were played and refreshments were served.
The Woman's Auxiliary of Knox

CABINET HEATERS

Adds Five To Its Membership

. . , f«»r a regulur old-fashioned Winter—the
kind that wc have hail for the last two years.
No«'h the time lo order lhe one genuine “Zero
Weather Fuel”—

Regret
Methebesec Club met Friday after
noon at the home of Mrs. Ruth ElI lingwood, with Mrs. Ellingwcod and

l)&ll Cone-Cleaned Anthracite

| Mrs Lenora Cooper as hostesses.
' Thirty-two members responded to roll

Guaranteed

—

1 call, and again lt was the pleasure to
I have Mrs. F B Balano of New York
: and Tenant's Harbor, a former mem-;
brr of the club, present.

Mrs. Eva

Helller. Mrs Alice Jameson. Mrs.
fl
1 Mary Avery. Mrs. Dora Bird and Miss

Cleo Hooper was home from
Hebron Academy for the weekend.

( Cora Perry were admitted to mem
bership. Thc resignation of Mrs.'

Raymond Watson was ln Prccport
Sunday.

Thc Missionary Society of the First
Baptist Church will meet Wednesday
at 2:30 at thc home of Mrs. W. O.
Fuller.

GET READY

and Loses One With Much

Fred Nye went to Marblehead.
Mass.. Friday to spend the weekend
with hls family.

Miss Margaret Helller had as
house guests for thc weekend Edward
Wendell of Milton. Mass., and Miss
Manning of Newton.

METHEBESEC CLUB

Oertrude Burrows was received with
regret.

Get the Most out of your
ccal or wood

Mrs. Maude Blodgett and Mrs.'
Theresa Millett gave comprehensive

The handsome circulating heat
ers we '(11 are built to force the
warm air to every part of the
rooms. Prices reduced and very
easy terms on every »i*e.

reports of thqj-ecent fall meeting el

the State Federation of Women's
Clubs held at Augusta, which they atI tended as delegates, along with Miss
j Caroline Jameson. president. MLs(
Ellen J. Cochran. Mrs. Mary Perry
R:ch and Miss Castera Cushman" |
KOCKLAND, ME.
; Mrs. Nina Beverage, a club member.
■ now residing ln Augusta, was also
Tertian Circle meets tomorrow at 7 j present. Mrs. Blodgett was appoint-'
following circle supper at the Unl cd a member of the Educational Fund
versallst vestry. Members are asked committee of the Federation as the
to attend the supper If possible.
member from the Ninth District. It
was voted to donate 810 to this fund J
Opportunity Class will hold Its which ls instrumental ln assisting I

Burpee Furniture Co.

Mr and Mrs. Walter C. Lad ’
motored to Orono Sunday afternoon,
Hospital meets this afternoon at 2 accompanied by their aon. Ted. and
Henry Marsh of Orono Is spending
Almon B Cooper Jr., returning to
for sewing and tea.
a few days wtth hts parents. Mr. and
University of Maine after the week
Mrs Albert R Marsh. Talbot avenue
Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Stratton have end at home.
as
guest for a few days Dr Stratton's
Miss Lucille Durette. Carl Phil
Mr and Mrs L. E McRae gave a
brook and Leon White Jr., motored mother. Mrs John Stratton of Han- partridge and woodcock supper;
1 cock.
meeting Thursday at 7.30 at the home worthy girls to continue advanced ‘
to Waterville Sunday.
Thursday.
schooling. The matter of the club
of Mrs. Clara Oregory
Mrs J A Stevens will be ln charge [ Mrs Oeorge Blaney went to Bosgrowing to such proportions that a
Ralph Gulliser was at Belgrade
»
5
of circle supper at the Methodist ton Sunday. She will see Katherine for the weekend.
I Miss Carrlf Barnard of Medford home cannot accommodate them for
Cornell
ln
"Romeo
and
Juliet"
while
vestry Wednesday at 6.
' Hillside is the guest of Mrs. E. F. meeUngs was brought up by Mrs |
, there, igoing to Lowell Thursday to
Cooper, and Miss Jameson ap- j
Mr. and Mrs Oregory Wynne and Qiover.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 487
Rubinnteln Club has lu first guest visit relatives, and returning home son. Alfred, and Miss Marie Dorgan.
_____
pointed as a committee to delve into
evening Friday at 7:45 at the Unl Friday.
motored to Bangor Sunday.
i Mrs. Willard Ladd and Mias the subject cf a future meeting place
-------! Blanche Russell of North Haven were ! that is. for next year. Mrs. Ellingversallst vestry', with Miss Hazel
Mr and Mrs. ,E. F Olover and Miss
Marshall tn charge of the program
Dickey Clark has been spending aTejten(i visitors In the city, enroute , woed. Mrs. Oladys Morgan and Mrs
Fla . for the winter.
| Blodgett
on •'Music of the Wild. The Indian." Margaret O. Stahl returned Sunday two weeks with hts father. Oeorge w
Clark, ln Lisbon Falls.
|
_____
1 Mrs. Millett ln giving current
Each member is privileged to invite from a few days stay in Boston.
one guest.
SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs George L. Quinn of North events gave a review of the ItaloMr. and Mrs. Eugene Sleeper re- ■
Mrs Jennie Aylward observed her
Haven is the guest cf her sen. Albert Ethiopian War. and Mrs. Edith
Mrs H D. Ames of Brockton. 87th birthday Sunday by having turn today from a short visit ln
Peter Eagan and family have moved '
I Blaney presented the position of the
Quinn. Rankin street.
Mass . is with Mr. and Mrs Ralph L. members of her immediate family Boston.
Un-ted States with regard to z the from the Haskell rent to Rockland.
Smith. Broad street.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell L Mann leave
with her. She was remembered wtth
Mrs. Arthur Titus of New York, ' situation Mrs. Blaney also spoke of
A local offering of Interest will be
many gifts as well as with flowers
who came here with the body of her I the book, recently published and next week, the former to go to Duck
the illustrated lecture of The Blue
The Sunday School class (Con and cards.
father, Capt Oeorge Arey. returns recommended by "Time." entitled Island Light Station as second assist
Ridge Mountains of Virginia at the
The Merchants of Rcckiand take this opportunity
gregational! of Mrs Joseph E. Blais
heme today.
"Mussolini's Italy" by Herman Feis- ant. and Mrs. Mann and daughter
dell met for study Saturday evening
Representative and Mrs E. C. Methodist Church next Monday, at
June
to
live
in
Manset.
Lee
Mann
will
to congratulate Pleasant Valley Grange on this, their
ner iHolti which is said to be the
wtth Martan Ludwlck. Limerock Moran Jr., attended the meeting tn 730. by Prof. Vernon L. Small of the
Mrs. Lucy Stllery. Mrs. Minnie Wil flrst impartial book written on the Join them later, following a visit with
Roxbury
Latin
School.
Lantern
slides
1
Portland Saturday to greet National
atreet.
Golden Anniversary.
hls sister. Mrs Charles Cleveland In
son and daughter Miss Harriet Wilson subject since 1922.
Commander Van Zandt .of the VF in natural colors will be shown.
Camden.
cf Thomaston called Saturday upon
Miss
Relief
Nichols
and
Mrs.
Orls
c
a
Mr and Mrs. J A. Jameson were W . and Mrs Toussaint, National
Samuel Batty and Clinton Fickett
Merritt gave exceptionally fine papers
Among social activities at the relatives in this city.
hosts to the S OS, Club for a Hal Auxiliary president.
of Rcckiand went Thursday to Ma
on
"Roman
Mythology
and
Folklore."
,
First Baptist church last week were
loween party Friday evening, the
GLENCOVE
Dont be
Miss Harriet Wilson returned Mon each displaying olng hours of prep chias on a hunting trip Mrs. Batty
guests coming tn unique costumes.
Mrs Ozora Turner of Thomaston two Halloween parties. One was for
accompanied them and will visit rela
day
to
the
John
Bird
Co's
store
after
Penobscot
View
Orange
gave
a
Hal-1
aration.
Many
of
the
beloved
and
The appearance of "Emperor Hall? who Is a frequent visitor in the thc beginners of the Sunday school
a week's vacation at her home tn familiar pictures of mythology were tives in that place.
loween party to neighborhood chil-,
Selassie and wife” caused no small home of her sister-in-law. Mrs. and thetr mothers. Many channing
by
||f)pU unbelievablfl
Mrs. Eugenia Godfrey entertained
vtvidly brought out by Miss Nichols
Thcmaston.
games
were
planned,
carried
out
bedren under the direction of the lec- j
.«*/
RU
’relief follows the
sensation.
Ochea Sidensparker. was given a
and Mrs. Merritt, who also pointed Friday night at bridge, prizes at the
sprplrse party Friday evening as a fore the large group of admiring
turer. Lizzie Smith. A trombone solo j
two
table-,
going
to
Mrs.
Charles
mothers and friends Ice cream and
Krr Minn!c wilscn ond famUy wlM> out how lhes"
have ccme to ln*
Miss Margaret Robinson has gone birthday . celebration.
Rockland
Mrs. Hattie h81'5 1,6611 occupying th6lr house on fluencc modern civilization. Mrs Burke flrst. Mrs. Frances Newhall sec was played by Albert Munro and suc
to Boston for th? winter, after betng guests were Mrs. Sidensparker. Mrs. cookies were served
Georges river road for the past suella Sheldon gave a brief word pic- ond. and consolation to Mrs. Jane ceeding it were harmonica selections
with her sister. Mrs. Ralph L. Smith, Charles Mahoney. Mrs. Richard Richards and daughter. Abbie. In
charge, were assisted by Misses few years, have returned to their Main ture of the Temple of Minuva which Bassick. Lunch was served.
by Madeline Munro and Esther
for several weeks.
WE BUY
Spoffard. Mrs. Margaret Spofford,
she visited when in Italy a few years
Mrs. Ruth Randall has moved to
Munro. "School Days" ln song re
Miss Ruth Peterson, Mrs. Ralph Thelma Whitehouse and Dorothy street home ln Thomaston.
ago. and Mrs. Sadie Leach gave some White Head where Mr. Randall is a
Edwin Edwards Jr., was home
-------- „
Lufkin. Mrs. Merle Hutchinson and Thomas. The Christian Endeavor
ceived hearty treatment from the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Carter are at Interesting data on sculptures of sev member cf the Coast Ouard crew.
Clarence E. Daniels
from Bates College for the weekend
her mother. Mrs. Augus Hennlgar of was ln the ' form of a Hal
JEWELER
boys and girls in unison. Hetbert
their Summer street home alter va eral of the mythological subjects.
Everett
Elwell
carried
off
first
prize
loween
social
devoted
to
a
scavenger
S70
MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND
Vinalhaven.
Mrs.
Mahoney,
Mrs.
The second card party in the series
Folksongs from the Italian Penin- at the amateur night, singing “Cow Wellman walked off with thc prize In
78-tf
hunt. Misses Virginia Egan and cationing during October.
being sponsored by Pleasant Valley Lufkin and Miss Peterson were
eula. "Spite" and "Dearest Mother. I boy Jack." with guitar accompani the bobbirig-for-doughnut contest,
Florence
Philbrook
In
charge.
Orange given Friday evening, was among prtze winners ln cards.
Am Ill," were sung by Mrs Morgan, ment. but he modestly says his success and in the peanut hunt Bernard An- j
SLEEPER-FORBl'S
well patronized, there being five
and Mrs. Morgan and Mrs. Adelaide i was due not wholly to hls own efforts
drews topped the list. Avis Taylor I
Mr. and Mrs Fred W. Wight had
Stationery — Do ycur Christmas
WEDNESDAY
tables of bridge and two of '83'. In
The home of Mr. and Mrs. James Lowe sang as a duet "Nearest and but to the hearty support and en sang "Anunal Crackers." High scores j
as guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Hugh shopping now from our new stock at
Dearest."
a
Tuscan
Folk
song
ar

the former, in charge of Miss Susan
couragement from his many friends in bebbing Ter apples went to DavidI
special prices. Huston-Tutttle Book P. Aylward. 13 Clarendon street, was
Footeman of Fairfield.
Spear, honors were won by Harry
thc scene of a channing wedding Sat ranged by L Caracctolo. Mrs. Irene | to whom he is grateful.
Co.. 404 Main street.—adv. 133-135
Eaton, 10; Katherine Taylor. 9. Pop-,
Levensaler. Clarence Wyllie. Edward
urday night, when their daughter. Walker was at the piano.
Almon B. Cooper Jr., and Ted
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burton enter- corn, candy and apples were served.
Thc meeting Nov. 15 will be at thc i tained at a Halloween party ThursBaxter. Mrs. Wyllie, Miss Spear and Ladd were home from University of
Mrs. Margaret Aylward Forbus. ms
The men wflll serve the supper next
Mrs. Levensaler. In '83'. with Mrs. Maine for the weekend.
Rank Account Award Eree
Joined in marriage to Oeorge D home of Mrs. Irene Walker, with Mrs. j day night, the decorations and cos- Thursday at 6.30.
Hazel Bartlett ln charge. Mrs. A. ,1.
Sleeper, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Morgan assisting hostess. The pro j tumes being in keeping with the seaMoody. Mr. Moody and Mrs. Robert
Mrs. Herbert Stickles of Newark. I
WED.-THURS.
land Sleeper of South Thomaston gram will be on The Renaissance, and 1 son. and ghosts holding full sway.
Paul were the winners. The third N. J., arrived Sunday for an indefl-1
Only the members of the two families in charge will be Mrs. Carrie Palmer. Oame, were played and refreshments
party takes place on Friday. Nov. 15. nite stay at the home of Dr. and [
and a few close friends werc present, Mrs. Alice Karl and Mrs Leach.
served. Music was furnished by Mr.
Yield quicker to
Mrs. J. A. Richan.
representing Rcckiand. Camden. South
Crockett and Mr. Webber. Those
double action of
_____
I
Mr. and Mrs Carl Stevens have as
Thomaston and Dover-Foxcroft. Rev
preser.'. Included Mr. and Mrs. Cleve
Paris Decrees Nail Heads
Henry A. Howard will leave 'this'
guests Mrs. F F. Stevens of Cutler
Corwin H. Olds of the Congregations'
land Harvey. George Harvey, Mrs.
winter
sojourn
j
and Mrs Oeneva Dennison of East I week for his usual
Church officiated. To the strains ol
Webber and ton Norman Webber, all
STAINLESS now, if you prefer
Machias.
t i in St. Petersburg.
the bridal march played by Mrs. j
of Rockland, and Mr. and Mrs. May
Charles A. Emery the bride and her
nard Post. Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wall.
Norma Ramsdell gave a Halloween
Among those taking part in the
attendant, her sister. Mrs. Sidney
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Barnes. Mr. and
party Thursday evening at her home annual fall social program of Boston
WED.-THURS.
! Mrs. Harry Allard. Mr and Mrs. Rob
Messer, met under the arch of ever
on State street. The guests were University during the past week was j
green and red berries by the groom
ert Burch, Mrs. Margaret Elwell.
greeted by a fortune teller who Mary A. Lawry of this city, who was
si
o fAiHion°'f#
attended by hls brother, Cleveland I
Arthur Crockett, Harry Crcckett,
predicted romantic and fanciful one of those in charga of arrange- !
Sleeper, Jr.
David Post. Edgar Post. Mr. and Mrs.
futures. Games of varied nature, but ments for two prominent social I
The bride was attractively attired '
Frank 'Wall, Phyllis Morse, Net,on
in keeping with the season, were en functions Friday night. Miss Lawry.
in Ivory velvet princess style, and car
Morse, Marie Allard, Mrs. Carrie Mc
joyed. with Cynthia Knowlton carry senior, headed one of the commit- .
ried yellow chrysanthemums, while |
Cloud and Mr. and Mrs. Burton.
ing off honors for pinning the tail tees for the traditional senior-1
the matron of honor's gown was ot j
Robert Burch won at the pie eating
on Mickey Mouse and for drawing freshman supper dance of the Uni
wine velvet and her flowers were or
contest and Mrs Webber found the
names. At 6:30 the guests went to versity's Sargent College of Physical
chid chrysanthemums.
most peanuts. Thc company found
the dining room which was festive Education.
Ices, cake and punch were served,
the evening packed with pleasure, and
in black cats, pumpkins, and other,
Mrs. John M. Richardson was
the bride cutting .the bride's cake amid
merriment was the general order.
decorations of orange and black.
the usual hilarity. Serving were Miss
Favors of orange and black caps hostess to W I N. Club for bridge
I Dcrcthy Aylward. Mrs. Harland Hurd.
'f.'
Hn?Vle
were presented, and orangeade, Thursday evening.
Miss Jessie Aylward. Miss Cynthia
sandwiches, and cake were served.
touched «'°‘7ere Low
Mrs. Donald Karl has returned
j Brown. The guest book was in charge
Ouests were Oeorgia Jackson, Mabel
f mu ic ^eetl
from
two weeks' stay In Boston and
j of Miss Elizabeth Till.
Herrick. Glenice Butman. Vina
ond «he n"»lC
vicinity.
Delmonlco. Lillian Johnson. Helen
A profusion of gifts testified to the
popularity of the couple who will start
Searles. Cynthia Knowlton, Melba
Mrs. Edward Barnard entertained
Ramsdell. Gordon Wotton. Oilman
, housekeeping at 21 Talbot avenue,
at cards Thursday evening, with Mrs.
and David Ramsdell.
where a reception and housewarm
w,th
Wilbur Strong (Ruth Richards) as
ing. planned by Miss Della Aylward.
honor guest. A feature was a treas
NANCY
Special—Have your car washed,
was given after the ceremony.
ure hunt which covered a trail lead
CARROLL
day cr night, all through November.
Mr. and Mrs. Sleeper leave the latA NEW IDEA IN
Are blossoming a few each day and
ing to a pile of prettily wrapped
79 cents. Power washer used. Fire
!
ter
part
of
the
month
for
a
wedding
packages which disclosed linen are they gorgeous! Don't let the
GEORGE
I’nrit Office
proof Garage.
131-136
ENTERTAINMENT
trip which ls not convenient at this
articles for the recent bride. In
season go by without having at
MURRM
Du
I
’
onl
h'fg.i
Service
f FED Ma'
MURPHY
I time.
Inst one bouquet of them.
cards favors were won by Miss Lucy
ptKIS-Studded effects are now
Everybody is waiting for the Origi
■ 4 b< »
QilflCt'
The
bride
is
employed
in
the
office
French. Miss Faye Hodgkins. Miss
Raymond Walburn
the dernier rri In the full mode
nal Rexall One Cent Sale. Two
of Dr. Perley R. Damon, and Mr for afternoon and give a novel
Alice Hodgkins, and Miss Charlotte
Arthur Hohl
Item's for the price of one plus cne
NOW
SHOWING
Sleeper Is associated in business with charm and glitter to the costume
Jones. Others present were Mrs.
cent; 250 bargains to choose from and
1 his father.
•BROADWAY MELODY"
aa shown in the picture. The hnt la
and
Stanley C. Boynton. Mrs. Joseph
TODAY
four big days in Which to stock up.
with
from Helen Corbett, developed In
Doyle. Mrs. Francis Orne. Mrs. Paul
JACK BENNY
Wed.. Thurs.. Pri.. Sat.. Nov. 6-9. at
NORMA SHEARER
felt wilh n crown entirely studded
Little Bride (whimpering)-—Oh. the
ELEANOR POYVELL
with metal nail heads. The ensem
The Rexall Store 444* Main St., C. W. Merriam. Miss Virginia Proctor,
in
days of chivalry are past.
Misses
Dorothy
Lawry.
Katherine
Are
in
and
should
be
planted
now.
ble below from Alexandrine shows
Sheldon, prop.—adv.
132-133
"SMII
IN"
THROCGH"
Hubby—What's the matter with my a belt and gloves to match with
at
Snow, Joan Moulaison. Anne Ander
We have some splendid bulbs.
Ducky
now?
gold nails over brown, or black Jet
Your old battery is worth some son. Marian Mullen and Saxon
Matter enough! Sir Walter Ra over black antelope, according to
thing to us "Start” right with the Lurvey.
Helm
leigh laid his cloak down on the the color of the costume.
cold weather. Buy a new Delco bat
shows this modish blouse develop
Anderson
Auxiliary.
Sons
of
Union
'
CAMDEN, ME.
ground
for
Queen
Elizabeth
to
walk
Shows. 2.0(1. 6.30 and 8.30
FLOWER SHOP
tery today Nothing down, budget
ed In tricot of albpne. a yarn which
Continuous Saturday, 2.00 to 10.30
over, but you flew off the handle be
TEL. 318-W
plan if preferred. McLoon Sales & Veterans, will hold its fair Wednesday, i
Telephone 409
corresponds
here
to
Acele
ln
Wednesday-Thursday
cause poor, dear mother sat down on America. It ls studded wilh motherNov. 6. afternoon and evening —adv. i 371 MAIN ST.,
Phone 892
ROCKLAND
Service, Limerock St., Rockland.
Matinee. TOO; Fvening 6 20, 8.SS
132-133
I
124tf
your hat and crushed It,
of-pearl nail heads,
129-133 ,

M. B. & C. 0. PtRRY

A WORD OF CONGRATULATION

****

Tormented

iT^kesinol
OLD

GOLD

BANK NIGHT

$25.00

Children's Colds

Vitaminized

BLUE RIBBON BREAD

YOU
LWAYS

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

"Major Bowes

TUUP, HYACINTH

Amateur Hour of

NARCISSUS BULBS

the Air”

"SILSBY’S”

Comique Theatre

Every-Other-Day
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of Jehovah only because he gets the,
idea In his head They do not pre
Visit (Of “Jehovah’s Wit lend to say how many members there
nesses," Sect Which Does are in the world, but do say there
are members In every country of thc
Not Salute the Flag
world."
Without doubt there Is much need
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Knox County, and probably the en ! of the old golden rule in the world to- ,
day. but as for saluting the flag, com- j
tire State of Maine. Is being can
vassed by the religious sect that calls pel them to read that soul stirring
By Edward Kallorh Gould, Stale Historian of Maine
itself "Jehovah's Witnesses." a group poem 'The Man Without a Country,
• CHAPTER LI.)
that is being brought to attention ol by Edward Everett Hale, and see how
Samuel Thomas
in the City, when the British landed late because lt apparently opposes that Nolan enjoyed being a man without
Samuel Thomas of Vinalhaven and in New York. I was with that.part of fine patriotic spirit all citizens of our a country. Those immortal words
North Haven was a sailor on the the Army which were in Harlem and glorious country are imbibed with lt ring out and live forever.
there a man with soul ao
ship G. Pickering, commanded by the next day in the battle on Harlem ls “Jehovah's Witnesses" and children Breathes
dead.
Capt. Jonathan Harriden according Heights. A few days after they crossed ot Jehovah's witnesses who are refus Who neter to himself hath said.
Thia Is my own. my native land.
to the list of officers and crew sworn the ferry at Port Lee (where we ing In Lynn and Weymouth. Mass. Whose ht^ri hath neer within him
burned.
to Nov. 10, 1780; ship reported taken remained) a few days, then to Port to salute the Stars and Stripes.
As home hla footsteps he hath turned 1
From
wandering on a foreign strand “
by the British while on a cruise to Washington and over King's Bridge.
The car which came to Warren
A salute to the 8tars and Stripes
When the British landed on Frog Wednesday bore New York plates, was
the West Indies.
He was also corporal In Capt. Neck or Frog Point, I was with a j a Ford V-8 and contained a man ano does not mean a salute to all that [
Abner Pomeroy's Company. Col. Ezra small part of the Army that was ' two women. On top of the car was a may be rotten ln our government to- I
Wood's Massachusetts Regiment; commanded by General Glover, and loud speaker upon each tide ot which day, as gangsters and whatnot, lt i
sen Ice 7 months 27 days. Tlie Regt- ' opposed to them after they landed.
were the words "Kingdom Message.” means allegutnce to the greatest, and
• • • •
ment was raised for eight months'!
They sold literature about town ano most wonderful country ln all the
sendee agreeable to resolve of April
One or two nights after the turned the loud speaker loose upon world. It means also a tribute to
20. 1778. and marched to New York enemy landed it being very dark. I the village, scattering their "message Washington. Lincoln. Franklin, and
scores more, of men who struggled to
He was also a private ln Capt. Perry
was wtth a detachment that secured of Ood. Far be It from me to oppose
make our country what she Is. A wayChurchill's Company. Col. Ebenezer
a store of flour that was ln danger the word of Ood in any manner but will be found out of this time of per
White's Massachusetts Regiment'
when a religious sect refuses the sa
marched Aug. 1. 1780; discharged of being taken by the enemy.
lute. and carries its message around, plexity. snd tt will be a patriot auch
"Five days before the battle on lt is time all patriotic citizens arose as any of those we are taught to know
Aug 9. 1780 This company marched
to Rhode Island on the alarm of' the White Plains I was taken sick,
and love In history, and it ls very
and called a stop.
Aug. 1. 1780 He was also a private and the day the battle was fought,
doubtful
lf It be one of the sect refus
From a Sunday paper I have learned
in Capt. Henry Pierce's Company. myself and a number of others be- I that there Is a colony of these Wit ing allegiance to the United States.
Col. Theophilus Cotton's Massachu longing to Bailey’s Regt., were put nesses on a iarm in Sudbury. Mass.,
Why permit them to meet? Thsetts Regiment; enlisted March 8. under the care of Lieut. Watkins of
oommunists
are not allowed to give
numbering 25 men. women and chil
1781; discharged March 3. 1781. This Bridgwater and Doctor Thomas of
dren. A part of the creed, lf lt can out their messages everywhere. Thb
Company was raised by order of Gov Plymouth, and conveyed to a small
be called such, is this: "The forces ot bears all the marks of communism,
John Hancock to serve for 40 days, house eight miles due east from '
the Lord have been contending since with the exception of bearing arms
unless sooner discharged. He was White Plains. The Doctor could not
the beginning against those of the against the government. Who know,
also a private In* Capt. Luke Bick get suitable medicine for me and I
Devil Some day. and that day is not but what they may acquire more
nell's Company. Lieut. Col. Enoch < was ln a low condition, little more
far off. there will be the battle ot strength? It Is possible that they- mayPutnam's Massachusetts Regiment, than skin and bones.
Armageddon when the forces of evil in time think that is the proper thing
enlisted Sept. 3. 1781; discharged
"In January. 1777, the time of my ! will be thrown down and God's King to do for all we know.
Dec. 8. 1781. The company was enlistment as a soldier having ex- J
Alena L Starrett.
dom will come on earth This earth
raised ln Plymouth County, the pired. I was yet in a low condition
Warren.
Nov.
2.
is to be Ood's and not that of anv
Regiment being raised to reinforce and unable to do my duty as a sol- •
earthly government When that day
the Army under Oen. Washington dier, and thought it best to return
PROF. LIBBY'S ADVICES
comes there will be no need of laws,
for three months.
to my native home. Lieut. Walkins
because people will do right by nature
His first enlistment was at Marsh gave my discharge, and the gun I
Good advice for students was giver,
“Pending that day the witnesses
field, Mass. as corporal in Capt. had was one of the British Arms
by
Prof Herbert C Libby of Oolby
see no reason why they should give
Elijah Crooker's Company. Oen taken by Manly and I hired Corp.
allegiance to earthly governments in a recent talk in Lincoln County
John Thomas' and Col. John Bailey's • ineligible) to carry it to headquart- 1
They are subjects to God s Kingdom,
He pointed out tha*. besides the for
Massachusetts Regiment; enlisted ers for me.
not of any earthly ruler. They have mal education of the schco’.s there is
April 20. 1775. He received a bounty
This town of Vinalhaven is the
coat for his service at Roxbury camo place of my abode from Oct. 26. 1784 nothing against the earthly form o! the informal one possible by use of '
government but they ask. 'Where ls
Nov. 9. 1775. He tells his own story to this day July the 23d. 1832."
libraries and by travel ar.d by con
today a religious government?'
ln the papers filed In his pension
tact with and study of people. Con- ’
He died at Vinalhaven Aug. 14.
"They endeavor to do right in their
claim.
tlnuing. Prof Libbv said:
1832. soon after signing his declara- .
dally lives because lt Is right. They
• • • •
"Don't expect someone to US JTO
tion for pension. His widow. Rachel. '
neither drink nor smoke, not that what you should choose for your life's
applies
for
a
pension
Nov.
7.
1832.
and
In his declaration for pension
they concern themselves about these
dated July 23. 1832, he states he is a states she married Samuel Thomas habits but their mind ts occupied by work There used to be but four pro
fessions: Law. medicine, teaching
at
Vinalhaven.
Jan.
16.
1810.
resident ot Vinalhaven. and that he
something else. They obey the laws and the ministry. Not so today. For
Lydia Woster of Vinalhaven state.;
was born in Marshfield. Mass.. July
"In their worship they have neither example, today there are many kind,
28. 1751. and was at the time of his she is a sister ot Samuel Thomas,
ordained
clergymen, churches, collec of law. You have many more from
application In his 81st year and de and that the family otter received 1
tions. nor rituals They have leaders which to make vour choice. And
pendent on Mrs. Thomas and his letters from him while'in the Army
and they accept voluntary contribu den’t get Into a rut. If you can not
children for his support. He says in New York and that when he came !
tions.
They have a publishing house do just what you want to at one"Our company was first stationed at home he was "quite out of health
tn Brooklyn, which puts out innumer don't give lt up entirely. Put your-'
and
very
thin
of
flesh
"
Cushing
Marshfield. North River. After the
able tracts, pamphlets. and booklets self ln the way of opportunity, knock
battle on Bunker Hill we marched to Thomas who was probably a brother
In Boston they have meetings ln a*. Its dcor. Don't wait for lt to come
Roxbury and continued there the signed an affidavit ot like effect.
Brown hall, near the YMC A on to you. Rap and Rap and Rap at
May
25,
1778.
Wm.
Party
of
Pox
whole time of the eight months
Huntington Avenue.
Opportunity's doer!
campaign. I continued in the Army Islands conveys to Samuel Thomas,
"They do not seek persecution,
Impress people with your earnest
Housewright.
of
Fox
Islands
(North
and was a Sergeant in Capt. Elijah
neither do they turn away from it. ness. 'Faint Heart never won fair
Crooker's Company. Commanded by Haven and Vinalhaven) two lots of
In Germany they say there are 1530 lady.' And don't be fooled! Don't
John Bailey Esq., in the year 1776, land “lying at a place called the
of their brethren in prison and con take substitutes and don't listen to}
raised for the defense of the Ameri little Fox Island (North Haven),
centration camps. They will not bear propaganda. Study the question at;
can colonies. I was on Dorchester the first lot containing 53 acres
arms. But they will not actively work hand—(use your library books'—and
bordering
on
the
Thoroughfare
and
heights thc night on which we be
for the downfall of any earthly gov make a habit of concentration Habits
gan to fortify there. After the the other lot of 74 acres adjoining
ernment. They believe that their only- are the fly wheels of scclety. Make ;
the
first
lot.
This
land
was
located
British
evacuated
Boston
we
duty is to spread the word of God's things a habit, but above all make a
marched to New York. In May our between Kents Cove and the Cubby
coming to the wicked world, and they habit of concentration. Put your
Hole.
The
purchase
price
was
120
Brigade (which was commanded by I
compare that duty to the Issue of mind cn the one thing at hand Por
Oen. (Wm) Heath encamped on a pounds.
ail this the young people of today .
storm warnings by the government
He
served
as
selectman
of
Vinal

plain ground north of the City nigh
must have the courage. 'He can who ,
They
claim
that
they
have
no
mem

the North river. The day that the haven in 1795, and was town treasur
bership lists. One becomes a Witness J thinks he can’.”
battle was fought on Long Island I er 1797, and again selctman in 1799.
er
1797.
and
again
selectman
ln
1799.
was with our Regiment and Brigade
and serves continuously until 1825.
He was a carpenter by trade.

INVADED WARREN

REVOLUTIONARY PENSIONERS

1936 Master De Luxe and Standard Chevrolets are Replete with New Features -

OF

KNOX COUNTY, MAINE

New Master De Luxe and Standard Chevrolets for 1936 show marked
advances in appearance and in engineering. Perfected hydraulic brakes, highcompression engines with full-length water jackets, and balanced carburet ion
are among the mechanical improvements. The solid steel Turret Top Fisher
body is now used on the Standard at well as the Matter De Luxe models.

Either Knee-Action or conventional springing may be had in the Master
models. The illustrations show: Top left, the Master De Luxe apart
sedan, srith built-in trunk; top right, the re styled, deeply moulded radiator
grille, used on ail models; loWer left, the simple arrangement of Chevrolet'a
perfected hydraulic brakes, all models; and, lower right, a Standard sedan.

famous 'Loot of Lima,' probably has I famous British automobile racer. Sir forests, myriads of birds swarm ln
Another was Its trees; coffee, sugar, and vege
been the chief magnet drawing Malcolm Campbell.
led
by
the
widow
of
a
friend of the tables can be grown In lta fertile
modern
treasure
hunters
to
the
Cocos Island Is Very Popular
island, far off the shipping lanes of Man’ Dear's captain, while a third spots; fresh water Is plentiful and Its
With Treasure Hunters
tlie Pacific Oold and silver and was led by two women philanthrop naturally tropical atmosphere ls
ists. A British naval officer anch tempered by sea breezes and frequent
Cocos Island, near which the U. precious stones w-orth millions ac
cumulated by the Spaniards from ored at Caccs and ordered his crew rains But Cocos has never been
S. S Houston anchored e»’ly ln
richly adorned Inca temples, were to find the treasure, but all he gained successfully colonized, although the
October while President Roosevelt hoarded in Lima when a revolution was a severe reprimand from the arid Galapagos Islands, its neighbors
and his party fished, hi been in broke out.
British Admiralty when he reached 380 miles to the southwest, are per
recent years more fan. ju as a
Lima Loot Believed Buried
England. Pick and shovel treasure manently Inhabited.
rendezvous for treasure huiters than
on Cocos
"For a short time Costa. Rica
hunting was the vogue on early
for fishermen. The ahanc-lnfested
"The Lima mint was filled with expeditions, but in 1932 a group of maintained a penal colony on Cocos
waters off tbe island, however, are I gold and silver and the Lima hunters pinned their hopes on a Island, and it has been visited from
reported to be among the best fish- ; Cathedral was a vault of wealth. The newly developed metal detector time to time by whalers, as well as
lng grounds between California and ' Cathedral chalices were solid gold, They also were unsuccessful.
pirates. One treasure hunter re
Panama.
studded with priceless gems Oolden
“Coconuts (from which the island mained on Cocos for several years
“Made up of 16 square miles of un altars and altar equipment glistened gets its name) and bananas grow In tbe hope of proving the island
inhabited. forestcovered mountains in the (Lm light of the edifice. j wild. Wild pigs scamper through the suitable for colonization."
and deeply-gashed valleys, rising out Diamond-studded vestments beamed J
of the Pacific about 300 miles off with a new radiance with evenCosta Rica. Cocos owes its fame tc movement of the priests who wore
activities of pirates along the coasts them. There were chasubles of gold
of Central and South America in the adorned with rows of diamonds
We do not asp: re to be mayor or hold any other elective office,
17th and the early part of the last rubles, emeralds, and sapphires
as we are net politicians, but we would like the privilege of outfitting
century," says a bulletin from the
"Fear.ng seizure of these t reasany man or bov sa that he would be warm and comfortable this win
Washington. D. C. headquarters of [
ter. W’e have the goods and the price is within the reach of all.
ures by the revolutionists Lima city
the National Oeographlc Society.
fathers sought a ship as a hiding
MEN'S UNION SUITS, heavy cotton, at ................... -.... $1-00, $1.25
A Pirates- “Rest"
place. The Man Dear was riding
Fie—eJ Union Suite .............. $1.50. 20'r Wool-------------- $1.90.
Half Wool
$2 98. All Wool ........... ............. $3.98
“Capt. Edward Davis who looted ■ at anchor ln the harbor of Callao
MEN’S SHIRTS AND. DRAWERS, heavy jersey ribbed, each ... 75c
Leon. Nicaragua, in 1685. fled to Under cover of darkness the treas
Fleeced al
98c. Army Shirts and Drawers. 40'; Wool ..... 79c
Cocos, burled his treasure and rested 1 ures were transferred to the Mary
HEAVIER WOOL SHIRTS AND DRAWERS .......... $1.75 and $1.98
until his next plundering expedlUon. ! Dear's hold and a guard stationed
FLANNEL SHIRTS
$1.00, $1.75. $1.98. $230, $2.98
HEAVY WOOL SWEATERS .......................... .......... $1.98, $3.75, $5.00
In the early eighties Benito, a farm aboard. Probably unknown to the,
MEN'S ZIPPER JACKETS .............................. $3.00, $3.75, $4.50, $5.00
er Portuguese naval officer, who was 1 Spaniards, the Man’ Dear was com-;
MEN'S
MACKINAWS ..... ............................... ............ .......... $6.00, $730
a scourge to shipping in the Carib manded by one of Benito's pirates.
BOYS' UNION SUITS for winter, heavy cotton ...------ ----- ------ 75c
bean. felt that his old field of opera The glint of gold and the shimmer
Ten per cent Wool .............. -........... ............... -...»—........ - $1.00
tions was becoming too well policed of jewels crazed the captain. The
BOYS' SWEATERS ....................... .............................. $1.00, $1.50. $1.98
BOYS' ZIPPER JACKETS -------------------------------------- $2.98. $330
for. his profession, rounded the Horn, guards were massacred and thrown
BOYS* MAUKLNAWS ................................... ...........................$3.00. $6.00
preyed upon. towns and shipping overboard, and the Mary’ Dear made
along the Pacific coast and sought for the open sea The crew of the
If you have never given us the privilege of serving you we only
wish you might try us once and are for yourself thc quality of our
refuge on this isolated island. He ship was arrested later but not until
goods.
also is believed to have buried his the cargo of riches had been burled
treasure on Cocos before he and his presumably on Cocos.
crew were captured
"In the last century more than a
, "The loot of other pirates has been score of expeditions have visited
reported cached on Cocos: but the Cocos. One was headed by the

LURE FOR PIRATES

WILLIS AYER

Ebenezer Thompson

Do You
Ever
Wonder
Whether the“Pain”
Remedy You Use
is SAFE?
Ask Your Doctor
and Find Out
Don’t Entrust Your

Own or Your Family’s
Well - Being to Unknown

Preparations

Ebenezer Thompson of Cushing
and Thomaston was a private in
Capt. Jonathan Nowell's Company.
Col. James Seammons Massachusetts
Regiment. His father. John Thomp
son, came from Londondery, N. H..
to St. Georges’ Lower Town and
married Mary Gordon. Ebenezer
probably took his brother John's
farm east of the meadows ln
Thomaston, when the latter moved
to the southern part of the town on
the St. George road. There is such
a confusion of Ebenezer Thompsons
that lt is difficult to trace this man.
He must have followed his brother
John to St. Georges, as the Lincoln
County Probate Court, on 29th day
of May. 1786, appoints Wm. Thomp
son (his brother) of Thomaston.
Admr., on the estate of Ebenezer
Thompson, late of St. Georges.
(To be continued)

HE person to ask whether the
BEER LICENSES REVOKED
preparation you or your family
are taking for thc relief of headaches
is SAKE to use regularly is your
Two Rockland Holders Named By the
family doctor. Ask him particularly
State Liquor Commission
about Genuine BAYER ASPIRIN.
He will tell you that before the
discovery of Bayer Aspirin most
An Associated Press despatch from
“pain" remedies were advised
Augusta says:
against by physicians as bad for the
The State Liquor Commission Sat
stomach and, often, for the heart.
urday announced it had suspended
Which is food for thought if you
seek quick, safe relief.
the license of one dealer and revoked
Scientists rate Bayer Aspirin
those of four others dealing in malt
among lhe fastest methods yet dis
beverages.
covered for the relief of headaches
and tlic pains of rheumatism, neu
As a result ot the federal liquor con
ritis and neuralgia. And the experi
victions the licenses of three others
ence of millions of users has proved
were automatically revoked.
it safe for the average person to use
regularly. In your own interest re
They were: Thomas Anastasio ot
member this.
the Ideal Lunch. Rockland; W. W.
You can get Genuine Bayer
Chute of Chute's Filling Station, Nor
Aspirin at any drug store — simply
way, and Fred P. Knight of the
by asking for it by its full name,
BAYER ASPIRIN. Make it a
Windsor House, Rockland.
point to do this — and see that you
get what you want.

T

Bayer Aspirin

“Me father and a man named Dooley
have been fighting for 20 years, but
now they’ve stopped.”
"Why? Did they bury the hatchet?"
"No; they buried Dooley.”

T.4
Science says...
TRY

IMPROVING

THE LIGHT
.

.....
__ -ii . ........... i~a—

...

Your eyes wouldn’t get so tired darning black socks
if you used white thread. But black thread concealed
in black cloth is hard to see. That’s why you need
more light—at least twice as much as you need for
reading this paper, where black letters stand out on
a white page.
However, the appalling fact is that scarcely one home
in ten is properly lighted even for reading without
eyestrain! So don’t take it for granted your own
lighting is above reproach. Phone for a free check-up j
with a Light Metir.

CENT
POWl

INE
MPAMY

Why Older People Need More Light*
The pupil of the eye grows constantly smaller with
age. And the smaller it grows, the less light can get
in. That’s one reason why older people need more
light than younger folks. Unless grandmother has
plenty of good light at night, she ought to do her sew
ing in the daytime, close to a window.

J

